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Love Me Alive
by RainingCantaloupes

Summary

The Kill this Love sequel everyone wants, although perhaps a little different to how you
imagined. Begins shortly after the events of the final chapter, following the continuation of
Mean and Plan's relationship now that it is official (sort of!). An insight into balancing their
obsession with each other alongside hectic schedules, nosy friends and keeping their secret
from the fans.

Contains all of the 2wish content you're looking for, a lot of smut, dabs of angst and all of our
favourites dropping by.

18+ / RPF warnings apply - see you on the other side!

Notes

See the end of the work for notes

http://archiveofourown.org/users/RainingCantaloupes/pseuds/RainingCantaloupes


So Baby, Come Light Me Up

Plan is pretty sure that a lot of people think they know his boyfriend.

And in truth, they probably do.

Just not in the way he does.

Dating Mean Phiravich is simultaneously the simplest and most complicated thing he’s ever
done in his life, and that’s saying something.

Some parts are easy, maybe because they have been friends much longer than they have been
a couple. Those parts are probably the things everyone else knows too, his likes and dislikes,
his quirky habits, his fears and phobias, his bizarre fashion sense, his star sign, his hopes and
dreams. But it is the hard parts. Those are what make their relationship special. The things
Mean refuses to share with other people. The things that more and more willingly, conscious
of it or not, he lets him see.

Those are the reasons their relationship bears all of the symptoms of what Plan knows other
people describe as love. So now, without shame most of the time, that is how he describes it
too.

Often they are small things, the way they cuddle up in bed for example.

Mean is not your average big-spoon. He wraps his arms around him so tightly, as though
frightened he might just disappear, legs purposefully entwined so that the entire length of his
body is pressed against him in some way, touching from head to toe. Often Plan wakes up
feeling like he is being suffocated, hot and sticky from Mean’s body heat which is always
raging well above room temperature, as if suffering from a constant fever. He dreads to think
what Mean might feel like ill, fearing he might simply burn to a crisp and leave him sleeping
next to a pile of ashes. He wouldn’t change it though, the intense warmth makes up for all the
nights they have to spend apart.

Which is definitely too many.

*

As in all relationships, for every good small thing, many as they are, there is the odd bad one.

The biggest of those is probably Mean’s workaholism.

Plan never makes a scene when Mean leaves. His pride does not let him. If they are together
when Mean’s roped in to yet another job, he waves him goodbye and shoves him out the door
behind a mask of veiled indifference because he wants the younger to know he is supported,
in all of his endeavours, and by no one more than him. Roped is perhaps the wrong word.
The ambitious side of Mean’s personality is very much alive, boyfriend or no boyfriend. He



wants to work and Plan can relate, the success of their careers measured by the scale of
opportunities sent their way.

He wants to work too, just not quite in the way his boyfriend does. He cherishes a day off,
whereas Mean spends those rare occasions creating new and often unnecessary tasks for
himself. Mean simply has to be productive or, in his view, a valuable twenty-four hours has
gone to waste. That is where Plan stops relating, used to spending longer than that on a video
game spree.

Sometimes it bothers him that the word ‘no’ doesn’t seem to exist in Mean’s vocabulary. He
hopes for a time that Mean won’t reschedule a date or forget to call, the day he puts his size
nine foot down and says: ‘sorry, no can do, I’m seeing my boyfriend tonight.”

Except the months have been passing and that day hasn’t come.

It is what it is. Plan will be laid to rest in his grave before he ever actually asks him to.

Instead, he resigns himself to the fact that much of it is his fault. Every so often when he’s
lying in bed alone, the sheets cold without Mean there, he resents having taken so long
figuring out his feelings. He fills those nights imagining how things might have been if they
had become a couple earlier, back when they were anonymous. He thinks of kissing Mean
before his last growth spurt, during the Make it Right era perhaps when, even on his tip-toes,
spine fully stretched, he’d only ever been able to reach his shoulders. He wonders how his
pre-defined ideas about love might have been different, reminiscing over lazy teenage years
where whole days would pass by doing absolutely nothing at all, how they could have been
better spent exploring every inch of Mean’s body sooner.

He might have ended up romantic.

God, they’d have had so much sex.

He misses him during those nights.

*

Plan glances down at his phone, checking the time. It is already ten-thirty. His foot bounces
impatiently against the floor, trying to remain pleased. At least Mean is coming home tonight.
He thinks he’ll just have to punish him for being late but, then again, if he starts doing that
he’ll be punishing him every damn day.

No matter how hard he tries, if Mean commits to being somewhere at a certain time, your
best bet is to add another hour on the clock before expecting him to show up. Plan lets him
off the hook a lot, mainly because it is usually the result of a packed schedule rather than
impoliteness.

The television is on but he can’t concentrate, willing the clock to tick faster. His eyes fondly
scan the living room, appreciating his surroundings as he waits eagerly, looking forward to
just seeing his face. He’s in Mean’s condo. Or at least it used to be Mean’s condo. Ever since
he’s been let loose within, making good use of the spare key gifted to him, it feels a lot more



like their condo. Mean had not minded when he’d decked the place out with plants, shifting
around artwork and integrating his personal belongings into every room. He’d supported the
changes, resulting in a cosier space for the both of them. It looks lived in now as opposed to
the show-home it had once been and Plan likes being there as much as he likes being in his
own flat. He likes it even more when Mean is actually there too.

The reason he won’t sleep alone tonight is because tomorrow is the 24th of November.

The day they finally get to make it official.

The whole cast will be there for the announcement and honestly, no one can wait. There is a
buzz amongst the group chat, his phone pinging every few seconds even though they’ve all
been advised to get an early night. It’s difficult to sleep high on adrenaline, and it’s even
harder for him because just as he thinks about settling down, resting his head against the arm
of the leather sofa, he hears a key in the lock.

“Jesus, shit, fuck!” is the charming welcome that greets him yet he still finds himself
grinning as Mean crashes loudly through the front door. “I’m sorry, I’m sorry! I know that
I’m late.”

Plan stays quiet, sitting up straight as if he’s not at all considered falling asleep, attempting to
keep a straight face. When Mean appears at the threshold singing apologies, he melts his
heart in two seconds flat with a goofy smile.

“And what time do you call this?” he asks sarcastically, checking a pretend watch.

“Time to remind my amazing boyfriend why he loves me?”

“Good answer,” he grins, holding out a hand which Mean takes without question. Plan pulls
him under the soft blanket he has draped across his legs, turning down the volume on the
television before wrapping both arms around his neck. Mean tries to hug him close but he
resists, concerned by the dark circles shadowing the younger’s eyes. “Come on then, tell me,
what’s made you so late this time?”

“Please don’t be mad, I got here as soon as I could.”

“I’m not mad, you big dork, you just look so tired,” he brushes a thumb across Mean’s left
cheekbone, softening when he nuzzles his sweet face into his palm.

“It’s been a long day, that’s all, I’m alright.”

“You’d say that even if you weren’t,” Plan sighs, accepting the embrace this time and nestling
under Mean’s chin. He still smells good even after a long day at work. A mixture of citrus
and deodorant and washing powder. The scent stirs a thirst for him that the elder tries to bury,
knowing that sex is probably the last thing on his mind. He settles instead for pressing light
kisses against the mole on the side of his neck, satisfied when he feels him shiver. “I made
dinner, if you’re hungry?”

“I’m alright for now, thank you though,” he smiles, “my personal chef.”



“You should eat something, gotta keep your strength up.”

“What for?” Mean asks, a hint of seduction in his tone.

“For tomorrow, duh!”

“I’ll be fine, just so long as you keep kissing me, just… right… there,” Mean says, tilting his
head to bare more of his neck. Plan can sense him smiling as he applies a little more pressure,
grazing the sensitive skin with his teeth.

“Does that feel nice?” he murmurs, suddenly too warm in his oversized hoodie and joggers.
He knows the answer already but that doesn’t mean it isn’t a turn on when Mean hums his
approval, voice low under his breath. Plan taps the right side of his jaw with an index finger.
“Come here, kiss me.”

Mean obliges without question, leaning down to fit their lips together without knocking
Plan’s glasses. They’ve done this countless times before but it still makes the elder’s heart
beat strangely, rhythm off-kilter as it tries to keep up. One of his hands snakes its way into
Mean’s hair, tugging gently because that always makes him moan and today is no different,
long arms tightening their hold around his waist.

“Shall we go to bed?” he asks, sliding his tongue into Mean’s mouth. The younger’s breath
hitches, caught in his chest as he whines, the sound the perfect equilibrium between
temptation and exhaustion.

“I’m not sure if I – ”

“I know, we don’t have to do anything.”

“It’s not that I don’t want to, I’ve thought about you all day.”

Plan believes him when he says it, his voice thick with desire. It is his eyes that continue to
betray him, barely open as he leans his weight against him for support. Plan has noticed that
sometimes, when he’s tired like this, Mean goes totally pliant in his hold, almost lifeless,
succumbing to his touch. He does that now, one of the only plus sides to a fatigued boyfriend.
Mean feels heavy, sapped of all his energy and in those seconds his wellbeing becomes Plan’s
highest priority. Forcing all explicit thoughts to the back of his mind, the elder gets to his
feet.

“It can wait,” he tells him reassuringly, reaching for Mean’s hands until he stands up beside
him. “Let’s get some sleep, we need to be well-rested for this event anyway.”

“I love you,” Mean says before he can go anywhere, and it still gives Plan goosebumps.

“I love you too,” he nods, playing with the short strands of hair at the nape of Mean’s neck.
He plants a light kiss on his lips, turning in the direction of their bedroom before he’s
suddenly pulled back, being hugged tightly from behind.

“Will you be my pillow?” Mean whispers in his ear, tone playful.



Plan chuckles out loud, bracing himself for a night spent enveloped in his warmth.

Another one of the good small things Mean reserves just for him, is confiding when he’s had
enough, when all he wants is to dream. Sometimes, when he’s being extra soppy, he refers to
Plan as ‘his peace’. The elder has stopped denying it because he knows it’s true, that Mean is
his safe place too. As long as Mean continues to trust him, he knows that they are okay.

And that is why he is beaming, teeth on show as he leans back into his boyfriend’s hold.

“I will be your pillow!”

*

Both of them wake up late in the end, Mean because he’s making up for lost time and Plan
because the unsatiated horniness that lingers between them needs a good hour to wear off on
his part.

The consequence of Plan pressing snooze on two alarms means they run around like headless
chickens all morning, in and out of the shower, separately, much to Mean’s annoyance, before
heading straight to the venue without swallowing even a scrap of breakfast. The leftovers will
just have to keep until later. Plan insists on driving, meaning that they pick up coffees on the
way because he can’t function before 10am without a shot of caffeine to start the day.

They sit now on rotation in hair and makeup, a stylist running straighteners through Plan’s
freshly washed hair, which is still blonde, also to Mean’s annoyance. It’s been two weeks
since his latest visit to P’Gong, having it bleached for that sole reason after Mean had
foolishly made a smart remark about it needing to stay dark for filming, which is due to begin
in a few days now. His face had been a picture when he’d returned home sporting a headful
of golden locks that night, calling him his impossible boy with a wry smile on his face. Any
frustration he might have felt had not changed the way he’d kissed him hello.

Nothing ever does.

Plan sneaks a glimpse at Mean in the mirror, a makeup artist working her magic on him with
the help of a selection of brushes from a belt around her waist. She’s using a light touch
which doesn’t surprise him because with a face like that as your canvas, Mean is an easy job.
The twinge of jealousy he would once have felt is now gone, replaced only by pride.

That man is his and, to top it off, most of the people in the room know it.

It has been a few months since their friends found out and in many ways it is still strange.
There are things he’s had to get used to like being pulled into Mean’s lap at parties and the
openly suggestive touches in full view of their castmates. The younger’s affection for him has
not dwindled now that they no longer have to hide and secretly, that pleases him beyond
measure. For some reason, it seems to please everyone else too. Perth is the worst, always
grinning at them.

“Gentlemen! We’re on in thirty minutes so you best be ready!”



Talk of the devil.

Plan’s eyes find Perth’s reflection, head poked around the door and beaming from ear to ear.

“Actually,” he begins slowly, “Mean and I have been chatting and we’ve decided to skip the
show.”

Mean himself chuckles in the next chair along. “Oh, is that so?”

“Yeah, I bet you have,” Perth grins with a wink, “but unfortunately you’re just gonna have to
keep your hands off him for a few hours!”

“Perth!” Plan scolds, cheeks burning a fierce scarlet. “That’s not what I meant!”

“What? You’re the main attraction!”

“You did ask for that,” Mean smirks before mercifully changing the subject, “I’m nearly
ready, meet you in the green room in ten?”

“Make it fifteen. Give Rathavit time to stop blushing,” Perth replies, puckering his lips
teasingly at the elder in the mirror. Plan reaches for a spare hairbrush but Perth anticipates the
attack, successfully dodging the throw as it collides with the door instead.

“Get the hell out of here!” Plan yells, wondering if it’s possible to die from embarrassment.

The reward for his dismay is worth it though, the combined laughter of his best friend and his
boyfriend one of his favourite sounds in the world.

*

The bustle backstage matches the bustle out front as the crowd that has flocked to see them
dutifully take their seats. They arrive in groups, sometimes couples, more often friends and
mainly girls. Plan’s crept away from the commotion in the green room, hiding in the wings as
he watches them enter through a tiny gap in the curtain. It still surprises him to this day that
so many people are interested in what they do, that they even have fans. It is not something
he’s gotten used to.

Maybe that is why he feels so nervous. His heart is racing and he’s already sweating off his
makeup. There is a lot of pressure on today, the news they are here to share has been
anticipated for such a long time and now the moment has come, it is important to get it right.
He does not want to let anyone down. He does not want to let Mean down.

Suddenly, as if he’s summoned him with just his thoughts, a pair of long arms encircle his
waist. He recognises them instinctively, releasing a breath he’s subconsciously been holding
on to. Mean rests his chin on his shoulder, murmuring in his ear.

“Feels crazy doesn’t it?”

Plan nods slowly. “I can’t believe we’re doing this.”



“Too late to back out now.”

He turns in Mean’s arms, meeting his rich, dark eyes head on. The makeup artist has done a
good job, his skin fresh and bright whilst the rest of his features have been left natural,
including his hair, blown dry and free of product.

“I would never back out on you,” he whispers, and it’s true.

Mean tilts his head slightly, placing a warm kiss on the mouth Plan has only just glossed but
he reciprocates greedily anyway, stealing courage from his lips. The light smack as they
break apart is sensual, and it makes Plan want him right there behind the curtains but he can’t
ask for that. They don’t have time. Instead he tries to breathe, his hands on Mean’s hips
whilst the younger’s mouth leaves its mark against other places. The tip of his nose, the
dimples in his cheeks and the centre of his forehead. His hands become fists, gripping Mean’s
shirt for balance.

“I’ll make it up to you,” Mean murmurs.

Plan looks up at him, glazed eyes struggling to focus. “Make up for what?”

Mean smirks just slightly, the expression almost undetectable to anyone else but Plan knows
every single one of his faces because this is the man he loves. This is the man he understands
better than himself, and he damn well knows a smirk when he sees one.

“For not making you come last night.”

“Don’t,” Plan swallows, and he sounds like he’s begging. One of Mean’s cruel hands sneaks
beneath his shirt anyway, dragging short nails slowly across his stomach. “You’re so evil.”

“Do you know what you did? In the middle of the night?”

Plan’s brow wrinkles in confusion, casting his mind back. He does not remember waking at
all, had slept soundly after finally dozing off just after midnight. He meets Mean’s devious
gaze, eyes twinkling in the shadows, not sure if he wants to hear more even as he gives a
small shake of the head. Mean’s smile broadens, leaning in so close that Plan can feel his
breath as it ghosts over his skin.

“So we were lying there, I think it was about three in the morning, I was asleep. Then
suddenly you just turned over, out of nowhere, facing me. You woke me up, I thought maybe
you were having a nightmare because you were making these noises. I nearly gave you a
shake but, man, I’m so glad I didn’t because then you started moaning my name, over and
over again – ”

Plan feels his face flush, not needing Mean to expand any further.

“You reached out and put your hands on me, finding me in the dark. You pressed in close and
fuck, you were so hard. I just wanted to sneak under the covers and stuff your cock down my
throat, but you were still asleep, and I thought maybe that wasn’t okay, I didn’t want to wake
you so I just stayed still – ”



“Mean, stop it,” Plan whines, covering his boyfriend’s mouth with a hand. The younger
immediately licks a line across his palm, forcing his fingers apart with his tongue until he
takes one between his lips, sucking on it all the way down to the knuckle. When he pulls off
it’s glistening and Plan doesn’t know what to do so he wipes it across Mean’s mouth, thinking
that will annoy him. Except it doesn’t, the fucker just kisses the tip of his finger. “I’ll hate
you forever if you make me go out there with a hard on.”

“You’ve only got yourself to blame,” Mean chuckles, resuming his torture as if the crowd
isn’t right there behind them, separated by only a thin veil of fabric, “it was you who lay
there, grinding your hips against me, turning me on all night, I would have nailed you this
morning if you hadn’t turned the alarms off, so now you have to pay.”

“Fuck you,” Plan says, hot under his breath, “that’s what you get for going to bed early like a
pussy.”

“Oh yeah?” Mean laughs. “Coming from mister ‘it’s okay, I can wait’ when obviously you
couldn’t. Why didn’t you just tell me you were hot for me?”

“Because I’m always hot for you.”

“I know,” Mean nods happily, and Plan both despises and adores how smug he looks. “That’s
why I’ll make it up to you.”

“You better or else.”

“Or else what?”

Plan’s grin reaches his eyes. He thinks of the audience, now finally quietening down out
front, blissfully unaware of them here, warming each other up in the wings for promises that
will be fulfilled later. He is pleased that even if their friends and family are now in the know,
they still get to keep this thrill all for themselves. He realises, as Mean raises his eyebrows,
awaiting an answer, that his nerves have vanished, pure excitement now coursing through his
veins.

“Or else you’ll never sleep soundly again.”

*

Things start out fun. Simple and easy.

One of Plan’s favourite small good things about Mean, is his supreme listening skills.
Whenever he speaks, Mean is paying attention. He always looks directly at him. If there is a
gap in conversation and he doesn’t know what to say, Mean will jump in. If the chat flows
freely, and Plan is feeling particularly open to questioning that day, he will remain quiet and
let him riff. It is flattering to know that his opinion is highly valued, so actively sought, and
Mean always listens with keen intrigue to whatever comes out of his mouth.

In general, Plan talks less than Mean in the company of other people. Often he remains silent
because the replies he would like to give are not for the ears of strangers. Sometimes, when



he says nothing, he can sense Mean reading his mind. It is a feeling he enjoys, a rummaging
through his head to work out exactly what he would say if they were alone. When Plan
compliments him publicly, it means something. The praise carries real weight which Mean
respects, not because of his age but because of the rarity in which he answers a question
about their relationship with an honest answer. Today has been like that so far during a Q&A
involving post-its, the crowd screaming whenever they say anything even remotely sweet
towards each other, which is not often.

On a tight schedule, the games soon commence. They are too in tune with each other’s
minds, making Rock, Paper, Scissors look much harder than it is. It is not premeditated to
match each other’s actions four times in a row, and Plan feels betrayed when Mean tricks him
on their fifth go, promising to be the paper to his scissors right until the last second when he
then switches to rock. The bastard. He’ll have him for that later. It’s probably his punishment
for choosing this jacket as part of one of his outfit changes. Mean never can resist him in
leather.

Plan plays for quite a while, completing lively tasks that include bursting balloons with Gun
which Mean pretends he doesn’t mind watching every time their hips collide. His team wins,
naturally, and its only when he’s squeezing a lemon into Mean’s wide open mouth that he
nearly loses his cool, mind flashing back to memories of shoving something else between his
lips. Mean nearly chokes on the fruit and Plan finds himself smiling, mostly because another
one of his favourite sounds in the world is the sound of him gagging.

*

It is a weird paradox to be Mean and Plan, playing as Tin and Can, switching between Can
and Tin.

They change into more appropriate outfits, Plan in football gear and Mean in a shirt and tie,
remaining playful with each other as they improvise some of the dialogue. They never did
manage to squeeze in a full rehearsal of this part.

It comes eerily easily, Plan notices as he’s acting. They know the characters so well that it's
almost instinctive, maybe more so for him specifically, because Love by Chance in his mind
is back where they began. Even if he didn’t fall in love during season one itself, he did fall in
love after because of it. He doesn’t like to think what might have happened if he hadn’t
attended that first workshop on a whim. He and Mean had chemistry even then, and now they
have so much of it Plan can hardly think straight. Probably because he’s not straight, his inner
voice points out.

A trait that he and his beloved Cantaloupe have in common, is that sometimes, when their
nervous or angry or flustered, they start to talk too fast. Plan is unsure whether he was like
that before, or if it is a part of Can’s persona that has rubbed off on him over time, similar to
the way he occasionally catches himself whining Mean’s name in the same tone that Can
whines Tin’s. Unacceptable.

The problem with his speech presents itself in their next section, donning black and white
tuxedos that mirror those they wore for their music video. He’s asked a question, and for
some reason, the answers spews from his mouth at Cantaloupe pace. Subsequently, he



confuses his pitch, Mean’s eyebrows disappearing as the crowd erupts, his response sounding
much more sexually implicit than it is intended. He blushes, quickly back-pedalling on his
mistake by sounding out the word properly this time, clarifying the meaning and not missing
the smirk on Mean’s face.

You can pack it in too, he wants to say.

*

Almost as quickly as the fun begins, it ends, and now he’s crying.

He’s not sure why. Maybe it’s because of all the people who are here to see them, an
outpouring of love that never fails to overwhelm him. Maybe it’s because of the fan made
video that he’s just been made to sit through, photos of him and Mean pieced together like a
precious timeline that throws him back to the night they reconciled at Saint’s apartment.
What a night that had been. Maybe it’s because of the tumultuous journey they’ve all gone
through to get here, a season two at points looking completely impossible. Maybe it’s
because Mean is at his shoulder, and there’s nowhere in the world he would rather be than at
his side.

Whatever the reason, the tears refuse to stop as Mean talks. A kind soul from behind the
scenes passes him a hand towel and he’s so grateful that the simple gesture makes him want
to cry more. He can sense Mean in two minds on his left, unsure of whether to reach out and
comfort him or to maintain the few centimetres of distance between them they had agreed
never to close in front of a crowd. He chooses the latter and Plan is glad, almost sure that if
Mean were to touch him right now his legs would buckle.

Instead, he dabs at his eyes and brings the microphone he’s holding to his lips, voice faltering
when P’Gong gives his shoulder a reassuring rub.

“My first thought when season two was mentioned was of friendship, to finally get to work
together again. This is what we’ve all been waiting for, and this is all that matters.”

He wants to say more, has rehearsed a speech specifically for this moment but the words
won’t come. He feels the lump rise in his throat, fresh tears pricking at his eyes. He hopes
that it’s enough, that the others might express all the things he can’t. He promised himself
many moons ago that he would never cry like this on stage again. But today is different.

Today has earnt the right to be an exception.

He’s pleased to see he’s not the only one, either on stage or in the audience. Perth blinks back
his tears whilst Mark is in floods of them. Everyone is emotional, and rightly so in his
opinion. Words come out choked. Fans hug each other beyond the barriers. Devotion radiates
from every angle. He spies people in the crowd leaning on each other for support in much the
same way they are up here.

The enormity of the moment hits him as he tries to process its importance.

They are a family. These are his people.



Everlasting Love? Boy, did they get that right.

*

The rest of the event is joyous and Plan gets through it without any further outbursts.

Afterwards however, he makes a rookie mistake, agreeing to grab some food with the rest of
the gang when all he wants is for Mean to peel him apart piece by piece behind closed doors.

He sits watching him eat, chatting happily with Earth. Plan unconsciously starts frowning,
hoping that his giggling isn’t the flirting it appears to be. Yet it continues.

The more he observes, the less he likes what he sees. He knows that he is being paranoid, that
Earth is not Mean’s type. That doesn’t make it any less nauseating when Earth affectionally
touches Mean’s wrist or when Mean himself bites a fork full of noodles off twines that have
just been in Earth’s mouth.

Plan fantasises about being a more dramatic person than he is. Of flipping the table and
storming out, leaving everyone wondering as to why he is upset. Of grabbing the oh so
tempting glass of water in front of him and throwing it straight in Mean’s face. Of taking that
fork and stabbing it right through Earth’s hand, a reminder to keep them to himself in future.

He does none of those things because the real problem is not Earth.

The problem is Mean has not fucked him for four consecutive days and he is starting to go
mad.

The craziness has been manifesting, crawling over his skin like clusters of spiders and now
he can’t sit still. He’s done a good job keeping it at bay so far but it has become unbearable,
tiny spider legs tickling everywhere, stimulating him to the point that everything hurts. Every
single one of his skin cells is desperate to be touched. He doesn’t want Mean to look at him
in case he can no longer hide it, certain that his longing is written all over his face. He hopes
nobody speaks to him because he can no longer talk. Not even thinking is easy because the
things he is thinking are insane. He thinks of killing Mean, killing Earth, killing himself, just
to make it stop.

He needs it to stop.

On an impulse of pure infuriation, the next time Mean laughs for someone who isn’t him, the
elder kicks him hard under the table with the point of his boot. Mean looks up in
astonishment, but what Plan wants to say is not appropriate for dinner.

Take me home. Kiss me the way that makes me drip pre-come. Touch me in all of the places I
can’t reach. Spread my legs open and put as many fingers as you can inside of me. Be as
rough as you want, I’m still going to say thank you. Make it up to me like you promised.

Instead he mutters an apology which Mean doesn’t dwell on, swiftly returning to his
conversation.

It takes all of Plan’s will, every single scrap of it, not to scream.



*

By the time they finally arrive home Plan knows he’s pissed him off and, unlike most
boyfriends, he’s pretty damn smug about that.

Not because he wants Mean mad, but because he wants him fiery.

And fiery is what he gets. No sooner than he’s got a key in the door, Mean’s trying to push
him up against it. He presses in against Plan’s spine, hipbones jutting into his ass in full view
of any unfortunate neighbours that might happen to look their way passing in the corridor.

“Mean!” he reprimands, “give me a chance, Jesus.”

His pleas fall on deaf ears not because Mean isn’t listening, but because he doesn’t care.

“You,” the younger grinds out, tone accusatory, breath hot as it tickles the back of Plan’s
neck, “made that fucking excruciating.”

Plan grins because he can’t help himself. He’d done his best, teasing Mean’s calf with his
toes under the table, later switching seats with Earth to sit beside him, playing incy wincy
spider up the inside of his toned thigh. Those same fingers are shaking now. The key finally
turns in the groove.

“You’re the one who sat there happily making small talk all night,” he says, head falling back
against Mean’s shoulder when he digs his nails into his waist. “You were the one flirting.”

“That wasn’t flirting,” Mean says and Plan opens his mouth to argue but the former has other
ideas. He doesn’t even let him get the door open, privacy within touching distance. Mean
turns him by his hips and shoves him against it as though he’s happy to be a floor show,
pinning Plan’s hands when he tries to wriggle out of his grip.

“Mean, please, let’s go inside,” Plan tries to reason. He cannot gather sufficient breath to
speak, the words coming out strangled because he’s so hard that it hurts.

“This,” Mean murmurs, leaning down and capturing his mouth in a kiss so erotic that Plan
thinks he might come, right there in the hallway, “this is flirting.”

“Please,” Plan whispers again, only this time, he’s not sure what he’s begging for.

“I’m going to take you, over and over again, until next time you’ll think more carefully
before giving me attitude like that, do you understand me?”

Plan nods dutifully because what choice does he have?

Sometimes it isn’t about the things Mean says, but the way he says them. It’s never:

Would you mind awfully if I fuck you into next week? 
Would you be so kind as to let me come down your throat? 
Do you want me to put my fingers here? There? Oh I see, right there?



He forgets how to ask when he’s turned on. The polite and easy-going Mean everyone else
knows disappears and he becomes his Mean. He tells Plan what he’s going to do and then he
does it, and the elder can’t remember a time ever asking him not to. They are not orders most
of the time, but promises. That’s why Plan’s knees go weak. He knows he means it. He wants
him to mean it.

Plan breathes his third please, opening his legs a little to grind against one of Mean’s thighs.
As a reward for his obedience, Mean lets go of his hands and Plan pulls him by his shirt, no
longer caring that someone might see as he kisses him deep.

“Please,” he mutters, number four, “put your tongue in my mouth.”

On nights like this, it still stuns Plan that his attraction to Mean somehow remained dormant
for so long. After querying how long they’ve been at it for, it is one of the first things
everyone asks.

How could you not know you liked him?

Plan still doesn’t have a firm answer. He supposes he did know, sort of. He knows that he felt
compelled by Mean, right from the very beginning when he’d assumed himself to be the
elder of the pair. He knows that he appreciated his face, the very definition of handsome that
it is, but somehow he mistook desire for friendship, probably because no one before had ever
ignited those feelings within him. Still, to this day, he thinks that perhaps his lust for him
grew alongside their familiarity with each other. He also knows that somewhere, in the back
of his mind, he’d just assumed Mean to be straight. His bad. He had assumed himself to be
straight too. Also his bad.

He doesn’t feel straight now as he jumps up, locking ankles around Mean’s hips. Mean
moans into his mouth as the impact knocks the unlocked front door open, his obliging tongue
trapped between Plan’s teeth. Mean’s hands automatically find the backs of his thighs. They
hold on to him as they stumble through the door, dangerously close to his ass and Plan wants
to ask him to squeeze him there but he refrains, too busy tasting the traces of soy sauce
leftover on Mean’s tongue.

Mean manages to kick the door shut and then all hell breaks loose because Plan wants him so
much that he can’t think of anything else. He kisses him everywhere he can reach, against the
top of his skull, his temples, both eyelids, along his cheekbones, Mean’s pale skin flushing
pink from all the affection even as he tugs his full lower lip back into his mouth, sucking on it
hungrily.

Suddenly, Mean breaks away. Not ideal. Plan chases his lips but he only cranes his neck
further out of reach, eyes downcast on the floor. Shifting in his hold, Plan opens his mouth to
protest but before he can form any words, Mean is laughing, trying to repress snickers and
failing miserably. And Plan knows. He knows exactly what it is he’s thinking and he wants to
kill him because now is not the time.

Mean, without any encouragement from him, has this stupid theory.



He has decided, in the absence of any real evidence whatsoever, that a change to Plan’s hair
colour creates a personality shift. The elder still resents the hours he’ll never get back after
Mean wasted an entire evening off explaining it, pinning photos of him to a corkboard until it
looked like a Dulux colour chart. Brunette (or darker): moody, pensive, radiates power-
bottom energy, thoughtful, subdued, overtly polite in front of other people and Mean’s
favourite apparently because he is bias. Any non-natural shade (candyfloss pink for
example): playful, flirtatious, excitable, free-spirited, indifferent towards the opinions of
others, more Cantaloupe than the rest. Blonde (ash, golden, platinum or other): demanding,
confident, sexy, most likely to top, reckless, overtly emotional, occasionally irrational and
undoubtedly the hardest to deal with.

“Don’t you dare mention my hair,” Plan interjects, cutting through the laughter and pinning
Mean with eyes that say, is this really the conversation you want to be having right now?

Mean only grins. “That’s such a blonde thing to say.”

“Not that blonde because I’ve no interest in topping you right now.”

He accompanies the statement with a roll of his hips, reminding Mean of his purpose in life.
His visibly hard arousal seems to do the trick because the younger’s head falls back, and the
sight of his face Plan banks to memory. He has no doubt that this particular expression will
be of great use the next time he is forced to experience pleasure with only his imagination for
company.

Mean puts him down slowly, Plan’s spine gliding down the wall vertebrae by vertebrae. The
way Mean looks at him amps up his shame a few notches. It has taken Plan a long time to
come to terms with the urge, the physical ache, to bottom for Mean that never quite goes
away no matter how many times he fucks him. When they switch, which they do
occasionally, Plan is almost certain that Mean doesn’t feel every thrust right down to his
bones the way he does. He doesn’t beg in the same tone or moan at the same volume or shake
at the same ferocity. Mean likes it, sure.

But Plan loves it.

By the time his feet touch the floor, he already knows he’s blushing and Mean spares him,
because he’s wonderful like that, leaning down and capturing his lips in a kiss that is mostly
tongue. A new intensity sparks between them, reviving the previous fire Mean had
momentarily dampened. This time it feels supercharged and Plan’s unable to wait any longer.
He reaches for one of Mean’s hands and slides it inside his jeans, grateful for the wall
because it’s hard to keep his knees locked when he’s being touched there.

And then, just as he’s undoing his top button to give Mean better access, they are interrupted.
The sound of Mean’s phone ringing echoes around the entire room, signalling the end of the
world and Plan knows what his eyes say. They say, don’t you fucking dare. Except he knows
he will, even before Mean retrieves it from his pocket and glances at the caller ID.

“It’s P’Zaanook,” he says apologetically.

“I can see that.”



“I’d better take it, I’m so sorry, bear with me.”

Plan looks on in amazement as Mean swipes the accept button. Since when has this become
okay? For how long will his excitement be clipped like the wings of a fairy? Why is
answering that call a more attractive alternative to stroking his cock?

This time he does scream, and he makes damn sure it’s loud enough for P’Zaanook to hear.

This is the worst thing about dating Mean Phiravich.

One hundred percent.



I See Flesh Reacting, I Hear Skin And Bone

In less than five minutes Plan has forgiven him because, let’s be honest, he was always going
to.

It helps that he’s now topless and the wall feels cold against his chest. It reminds him of
being at culinary school, of kitchens descending into chaos. Pots and pans boiling over, jets
of steam escaping from appliances left, right and centre, vegetables charring on the stove, all
the consequences of his neglect before he’d begun to master the art of working under
pressure. Whenever he had become overwhelmed by the heat, panicked and sweating and
torn in all directions, his coping mechanism had always been to stick his head in a fridge.

The same technique works just as well now. Plan turns his face slightly, pressing his cheek
against concrete in the hope that its coolness might bring the pounding of his heart back
under control. It is too quiet. He closes his eyes, praying internally.

Please just say something. Anything. Just touch me.

The condition for his forgiveness is that Mean’s phone remains on silent for the rest of the
night, which is not unreasonable because it is nearly eleven already. It also helps that Mean
doesn’t even suggest he is being unreasonable, switching it off entirely and slotting it
between two sofa cushions. Out of sight, out of mind. Plan now has his full and undivided
attention, which is all he wants.

It’s all he ever really wants.

Any thoughts of holding a grudge are soon forgotten as Mean’s hands find his, palms flat
against the wall for support. He intertwines their fingers together in the way that ivy grows,
twisting between his knuckles like the vines of a creeper plant. The elder can feel his breath
as he leans down a little, nose tickling his shoulder blades. Mean touches the groove between
them with his lips, gently, a barely there contact that is so light Plan shivers, arching his back.

Bite me, he wants to say, sink your teeth in.

But Mean is taking his time, has been ever since hanging up on P’Zaanook. Plan still doesn’t
know what the purpose of the call actually was because Mean had spent most of it explaining
away his unsolicited background noise. What? Oh yeah, that… that’s just… uh… erm… the
television! We’re watching a horror movie... I swear! His manager hadn’t been fooled,
quickly making his excuses and leaving them to it. It can’t have been that important.

Plan is glad that his attempts at damage control proved unsuccessful, or at least he would be
if he weren’t now being punished for it. Unfortunately for him, Mean does not like to be
embarrassed and so, therefore, Plan does what any good boyfriend would do and lets Mean
tease him to the point of passing out because even that is better than nothing.

“It pleases you, doesn’t it,” the younger suddenly mutters, trailing his wet tongue down the
length of Plan’s spine, “to think of people knowing what we do here, within these walls. You



get off on it.”

“Not just here,” Plan corrects, inhaling sharply through his nose as Mean presses a slow kiss
to the small of his back. Tantalisingly slowly, Mean’s fingers unlatch from between his, hands
skimming down over his sides. They follow the slight curve of his waist, coming to settle on
his hips and it’s only when they stop moving that Plan finds himself able to speak again in
short, sharp breaths. “Your car, my car, my flat, dressing rooms, empty stalls, dark corridors,
and anywhere else where you might decide you’re going to make me come.”

“Those last two have only happened once,” Mean says, and Plan can sense the grin on his
face as he remembers them in all their pornographic greatness.

“So far.”

“I admire your enthusiasm,” the younger snickers, hooking his thumbs into the waistband of
Plan’s still unzipped jeans and the elder is sure he hears him mutter something along the lines
of, definitely very blonde, but before he can argue Mean continues at a more audible volume.
“You’ve changed since we met, Rathavit.”

“You like it,” Plan manages before Mean stands up straight once more. He can feel his
arousal pressing against his ass, certain that he’s never wanted it more as the thumbs inside
his jeans threaten to pull them down, toying with the hem as if he hasn’t quite convinced him
he’s deserving of it.

“That’s true,” Mean says, nose nuzzling his right cheekbone. The elder takes it as an
invitation, turning his face to steal a kiss from him. The angle is a little awkward so Plan
removes a hand from its place on the wall and reaches around him, pulling on dark strands of
hair until he has better access to more of his mouth.

What Plan doesn’t do, is remind Mean that he has changed too.

He’s not the ever-fretting ball of insecurity he used to be anymore. He has faith now in their
relationship, in the way Plan feels about him. When they argue, which they rarely do, Mean
does not anticipate losing him any second or await the heart-sinking confirmation of a break
up. He is confident. He is free of doubt.

And he’s never been sexier.

Especially as he slides a hand inside Plan’s boxers and takes a firm hold of his leaking cock.

Plan’s spine curves like a bow, gasping as he rubs a thumb over his slit. He muffles his moans
in Mean’s neck, wondering just how much more of this he can take.

Surely there’s only so long a heart can beat this fast before it becomes susceptible to cardiac
arrest.

*

More than once in his life, Plan has heard the following expression: Youth has no shame.



He believes himself to be an exception.

His youth had been riddled with shame, insecure about his body, sexually repressed and
blissfully unaware of his physical attraction to men until he’d been left with no choice but to
acknowledge it thanks to Mean.

In much the same way the younger is now free of doubt, he himself has been liberated of his
shyness to a point where, as his boyfriend finally peels his boxers from him, making much
more of a scene about it than is necessary, dragging them down slowly over the backs of first
his thighs, then knees, then calves, shame is the last thing on his mind.

He thinks back to the first time Mean touched him intimately. Their tryst in the broom
cupboard that had been nothing but shame. He hadn’t known then the feelings being with
Mean would evoke. He’d meant it to be a spur of the moment thing, a ‘once in a lifetime’
experiment to satisfy urges of the more debase kind. He wonders now whether that had
simply been a ruse to getting what somewhere, locked away deep within his psyche, he had
maybe always wanted.

Now, the more they do it, the more days that pass, the older he gets, the more comfortable he
is in the knowledge that this is who he is. Plan’s entire world has made room for him, the
very reason he thought he would always remain single, never expecting anyone to be that
important. But Mean is. Mean is who he wants. And he wants him forever, in whatever way
the younger desires. That is why his face does not flush anymore when Mean exposes his
bare backside. The only thoughts that cross his mind are of insertion, his longing to feel full,
made only worse when two hands cup his cheeks and part them, just for fun.

“Do you know it’s been four days since I’ve been inside you?” Mean asks, the words gruff,
and Plan’s pleased to discover he’s not the only one who’s been counting.

“Four days too many,” is the answer that spills from his mouth entirely unchecked. His voice
comes out exasperated, as though to make Mean feel stupid for the mere suggestion that he
might not know.

Mean chuckles happily, pressing a kiss into his shoulder before he whispers. “Stay here.”

Plan does not move when Mean’s warmth disappears from behind him, knowing what he has
gone to retrieve. He shuts his eyes once more, steadies his breathing as he rests his face
against the wall. He pre-empts how it will feel before Mean has a chance to return with the
lube, how his muscles will contract and then loosen the way they always do, how Mean will
distract him from any discomfort with reassuring kisses, how Mean will moan because he
moans, every time he sinks deeper.

When Mean’s hands next touch him Plan jumps, so engrossed in his fantasies that he hasn’t
heard him re-enter the room. He wonders for a split-second if he’s dating a ninja, but Mean
speaks before he can ask the question, a soft inflection in his voice.

“You’ve got goosebumps.”



Plan swallows, not about to tell him that he always does whenever he’s around. “Sorry. It’s
cold.”

Mean hums suspiciously, clearly not buying it but he presses in close anyway and Plan is
surprised to find that he’s now shirtless. He’s also burning hot as usual. It is good to feel him
skin on skin. Plan leans back, shivering as he adjusts to this collision of body temperatures.
One of Mean’s arms encircles him, the other taking a different route. Warm fingers travel
downwards, nudging his ass cheeks apart and Plan genuinely worries that he might explode
when they delve further, tracing the rim of his hole. He can feel that they are wet.

“I’ll start with two,” Mean tells him, “I want you to feel it.”

You can start with your whole fist, is what Plan nearly says. In substitution he finds some
self-control and nods, sucking in a gasp of air. Mean immediately feels him tense. And tense
will not do.

“Don’t hold your breath,” he reminds him.

In the way he says it, Plan is also able to interpret the things he doesn’t say. I’m not going to
hurt you. Calm down. Loosen up for me. He exhales on a bashful apology, grounding his feet.
I’m not scared of being hurt, would have been his reply, I’m scared I’m going to come all
over your hand.

Mean senses his anticipation, and Plan imagines that is why the push of the two fingers he
promised is so slow. Unexpectedly, as they work their way past the tightening ring of muscle,
Mean tells him he loves him. The elder’s body succumbs to intrusion then, accepting the
fingers inside him to the knuckle. Waves of relief hit, one by one, and Plan is unsure how best
to react. To moan seems trivial. To cry seems melodramatic. To beg for more seems
ungrateful. He settles for reaching back, guiding Mean’s fingers a little deeper, just to the
right, and that’s it. That’s the spot.

As his legs quiver, he hears the unmistakeable sigh of an extremely pleased with himself
Mean.

Then he crooks his fingers.

“Phiravich!” Plan gasps.

Mean likes it when he says his given name, he knows, and he uses it to his advantage now.
The moan that sounds behind him is sinful, as is the retraction of Mean’s fingers almost the
whole way before he pushes them back in. It is at times like this he is thankful that Mean
cannot actually read his mind. If he could, then the slow stretching open of him would reveal
far too much about how twisted he is than he’s comfortable with Mean knowing.

Do you know how often I think about this?
Do you know how when you’re not here I finger myself until I come crying your name?
Do you know how much it turns me on when you slide in and out of me like that?
Do you know fucking anything about how much I love you?



He suspects that, in truth, Mean probably does know.

He just doesn’t say it and for that, Plan is endlessly grateful because perhaps there are some
shames he’ll never be free from.

Mean adds a third without warning, perceiving the exact moment the thrust of two fingers
stops taking the edge off. One of the best small good things about being his lover, in Plan’s
opinion, is that Mean is incredibly intuitive when it comes to sex. Sometimes the elder likes
to test him, not mentioning if it starts to hurt, if he wants more, if he’d rather switch
positions, waiting to see if Mean will pick up on it. He always does, and it stuns Plan every
time because before him he’d have never believed that another human soul could have such
an acute understanding of his body.

Mean starts to scissor the three fingers within him and Plan knows another isn’t coming. He
smirks between muffled groans against the wall, well aware of his boyfriend’s predicament.
The younger is always reluctant to add a fourth. He’s taken offence to it ever since realising
that its incorporation makes the push of his manhood just that bit too smooth. Whilst Plan
considers his girth to be more than sufficient, Mean does not like to make it easy and the
elder does not mind.

He likes it when his eyes water too.

Plan bites his lower lip with his front teeth, conscious that the time is approaching, the push
and pull of Mean’s fingers met by no resistance even as they pump faster. Harder. He makes
the mistake of starting to whimper because he wants to come and that is when Mean
withdraws them entirely, and Plan hates with a passion the sensation of emptiness they leave
behind. The only reason he doesn’t protest is because he hears the zipper of Mean’s jeans. He
turns a little to look, cheeks a blotchy red from all the pent up arousal. The sight only makes
them redder. So we’re doing it like that tonight, huh?

Mean has developed a new kink recently. To screw him still half-dressed.

Plan had been unsure about it at first, there not a sight in the world he prefers to Mean naked.

It had started by accident a few weeks ago, after he had been the one to arrive home late for a
change following a singing lesson that had overrun. Mean couldn’t have enjoyed the taste of
his own medicine because as soon as he’d walked through the door, the younger had pounced
on him, kissing him compliant. They’d only made it as far as the sofa where Mean made
quick work of a couple of minutes half-assed fingering, Plan straddled on top of him, before
he’d simply undone his jeans, I can’t wait any longer, positioned himself at his entrance, I
need you on my cock, and nailed him hard, I’m going to fill you up with come, otherwise fully
clothed.

He seems to have developed a taste for it.

Plan no longer needs convincing either. There is something thrilling about it that he struggles
to put his finger on. He thinks it is what the scene must look like from the outside. How a fly
on the wall might perceive them. Mean, so desperate for him that he can’t even be bothered
to undress. Mean, turned on beyond measure and drenching the expensive fabrics in sweat.



Mean, shirt wrinkled and messy from where he has to cling on so tight. Plan likes it
especially when he is in a suit, picturing himself as one half of an office rendezvous where
they might be caught doing the dirty against the photocopier at any second.

Plus, at this moment in time, he is in no position to complain.

Mean walks back over to him, still jean clad and stroking his now lubricated cock, but it is
what he does then that disbands any ideas Plan has about asking him to take them off. It is the
sweetest thing he’s done all night when Mean suddenly turns him gently by the waist, leaning
in to press a slow, meaningful kiss to his lips that says:

I love you. I’m going to make you feel incredible. Don’t ever be jealous because I am all
yours.

And then, whilst he’s busy trying to remember his own name, Plan’s hands are back braced
against the wall and the shaft he’s waited four days for is pushing inside him, inch by inch,
stretching him further than three fingers ever could.

He blooms like a flower.

He dies and is reborn.

He comes in less than a minute.

*

Something Plan has never considered until recently, is the possibility that sex might improve
over time. He expects the magic to wear off any day now, has heard too many stories of
couples who’ve stopped having it altogether thanks to the doomed predictability that
relationships so often fall foul to. The boring little rituals that, bit by bit, turn fireworks into
mere fizzles of smoke that evaporate into thin air.

He worries that the same will happen to them.

Plan never gets to see him unannounced, both of their schedules planned out to the letter by
other people. Plan always knows where he is, and Mean the same. They correlate as best they
can like a pair of co-workers who are also friends, always begging the boss to work together
and swapping shifts on the rota. Except this strategy kills any chance for spontaneity. Their
time together is meticulously pre-arranged and the fear that it might go away, that the spark
might die right in front of his eyes, never truly fades. Plan waits, forever scared that Mean
might one day change his mind because it is simply too much hassle to be loved by millions
of people and be in love with just one person at the same time.

Mean keeps him waiting.

He’s starting to suspect that his outlook is wrong. That perhaps sex doesn’t start off amazing
only to sharply decline in both its frequency and intensity once the initial thrill has come and
gone.

Maybe it is more complicated than that.



With Mean, it had started out good. In the broom cupboard where sexual frustrations had
been building for far too long, the encounter hot and filthy. Every touch had served a purpose,
i.e. to come as quickly as possible. Their first time which, despite being intoxicated, was still
memorable due to its monumental significance. It must have been good enough. He hadn’t
stopped coming back for more ever since.

As their relationship developed, and they had learnt a little more about what the other liked,
things had transitioned from just good to great. The night Plan had asked to be loved instead
of fucked, angry clashes of opinion in the back of Mean’s car, their first proper date night and
getting back together, all instances that stuck in the mind.

But now sex isn’t good. It isn’t great either.

It is exceptional.

Mean can make him horny in seconds. Sometimes it’ll be as simple as a look in his eye, the
way they’ll start to smoulder as if he’s mentally undressing him. Sometimes it’ll be his
kisses, the way he’ll notch up the pressure behind them and elongate each one. Sometimes
it’ll be his hands, the way a relaxing caress slowly becomes a deep massage, fingertips
leaving imprints in his skin. And for these reasons, Plan finds himself wanting it all the time.

He hopes they never fall from this peak, unable to stomach the thought of Mean no longer
being interested in sex. If they ever are to, he predicts it will be due to busy schedules, other
commitments and varying levels of tiredness like those experienced yesterday. Hot and cold
periods orchestrated not by them, but the lifestyle they are the products of, which always has
had its pros and cons.

It bothers him, not knowing if or when things might change. The graph in his head is not a
clear picture, the correlation between x (wanting sex) and y (actually having sex) not always
reflective of real life, and that’s without factoring in a third axis, z (length of time as a
couple).

Fortunately however, tonight proves no cause for concern because by the time he’s finished
riding his third orgasm, literally and figuratively, it is quarter to four in the morning.

“You’ll be sore tomorrow,” Mean says, in a tone that sounds a touch too much like he’s being
told off. Have you done your homework? No? Well don’t be surprised if you fail your exams.

Plan cannot muster the energy to speak, not even to complain. He collapses against Mean
deadweight, face buried in his neck, trying to catch his breath. The younger wraps strong
arms around him and lays back flat against the mattress, taking Plan with him. He extracts his
softening dick with care but Plan still grimaces momentarily, the evidence of Mean’s pleasure
seeping out of him. He tenses, trying to keep it there. The last thing they need is any more
wet patches to avoid.

It always takes a few moments readjusting to how his body feels without Mean inside it. It’s
uncomfortable, disconcerting in the same way it is to remove the centre piece of a completed
jigsaw puzzle and set it aside, purposefully left unfinished in order to be able to complete it
again someday.



Luckily for Plan, Mean completes him over and over again on a regular basis.

As soon as he begins to feel whole once more, the elder turns his face, snuggling close
against Mean’s chest as if he might just melt into him. Sometimes he wonders if that’s what
he wants, to lose himself inside him until they are one and the same person. Not to become a
clone of him, not to walk in his shoes. But to share them. He knows there is a difference
between being and having, Plan just isn’t sure where the line is anymore.

“Are you okay?” Mean asks, noticing his quietness.

“Mhmm,” Plan mumbles, his mouth dry and eyes closed. “M’listening.”

“To what?”

“Your heartbeat.”

It is a pretty sound, the constant repetition more soothing than a lullaby. He feels connected
to it. His own heart relies on it. Often in his dreams, he imagines plucking the organ from
behind Mean’s ribcage, holding it in his hands and stroking it the same way one might a pet
kitten, the way he had when North, South, East and West were born. Tending to it like a
plant, feeling it throb, tracing the veins that feed it, keeping it alive.

Keeping it full stop.

“You’re cute,” Mean smiles, holding him closer. Plan lifts his leg so it’s at a more
comfortable right angle, sprawled on top of him with no desire whatsoever to move. “I like it
when you’re like this.”

“Like what?”

“When you’re soft for me.”

“Don’t tell anyone,” Plan mutters, “I’ve got a reputation to uphold.”

“And what reputation is that?”

“The one where everyone thinks I’m the top in this relationship.”

And then his lullaby is temporarily disturbed, Mean’s chest heaving as he laughs so loudly
that Plan’s certain the neighbours can hear it too.

*

An hour or so later, even though he still feels boneless and Mean is fast asleep, Plan struggles
to join him in his dreams.

It has become a problem recently, these unhelpful bouts of insomnia. He has worked out what
is causing them, the underlying knowledge that before he knows it, one of them will soon be
leaving again. It lurks deep in his stomach, an unsettling anxiety that brews like a witches



potion with each hour that passes, making it impossible to rest in peace. Mean seems
oblivious to it, snoring loudly with his envious boyfriend tucked into an armpit.

Here lies the biggest difference between them.

Mean is a glass half full kind of guy and he, although he wishes it weren’t true, can only ever
see the half that is empty.

This time it is Plan who has to go.

In five days’ time he’ll be travelling to Chengdu, China for a TEMPT fan meeting, their
relatively new boyband comprising himself, Perth, Gun, Title and very much not the boy he
most wants to be there with. We still have five days until then, he tells himself, stop
overthinking, he’ll still be here when you get back. Please brain, let me enjoy these five days.

Because he wants to enjoy them. He really does. There is nothing he wants less than to waste
this precious time with Mean worrying about things he cannot control, about things that in
the end will be okay anyway because Mean loves him and he will be waiting for their return
in the same way that he waits for his. Plan knows this.

The problem is that anxiety, in his experience, is indifferent to any rational thoughts that he
might try and will into existence, any reasonable explanations he uses to try and justify a
normal night’s sleep. It makes his skin crawl, turns his stomach to knots, poisons his blood.
It’s sickening. All he can think about every time he closes his eyes is the separation he knows
is coming. The looming sense of doom that never goes away, only ever worsening as their
time together becomes more limited.

Today should be the easiest, day one of five, yet it’s already keeping him awake.

It’s become a little scary to Plan, how much of his life he wills away. A vicious cycle of
willing. For their time together to be over, to get their departures out of the way sooner. For
their time apart to be over, to be reunited with each other sooner. The fleeting moments of
peace end as soon as they’ve begun. And it never stops.

He’s got it wrong.

It isn’t Mean’s workaholism that is the worst part of their relationship.

It’s the goodbyes.

*

One silver lining, and it’s a good one, is that if he has to be awake at least he has Mean to
look at to pass the time. Free porn, who is he to complain?

It is a warm night, and that’s the excuse he’s sticking by for stealing the sheets off him.

Mean is naked now, Plan having insisted on it the second time around. Of the three times they
had fucked, the second had probably been his favourite. Whilst it feels very unoriginal to
admit it, he loves sex in missionary. To be trapped by Mean’s weight on top of him. To



bracket Mean’s head with his legs, pushed up over his shoulders. To look into Mean’s eyes as
he comes. It feels the most intimate.

Plan watches him sleep, a nightlight switched on to observe him in all of his beautiful details.
The ripples of muscle that cascade down his back, the soft way he breathes through his
button nose, the long legs that never end, taking up almost the entire length of the double bed.
He looks sweet when he’s resting.

He is sweet.

At times like this it annoys Plan to think that so many other people have studied Mean the
way he studies him, even if it’s only from behind the comfort of a glass screen. There are too
many pictures of him. Too many interviews, vlogs and photoshoots. Too much filmography.

It hits a nerve that most of Mean’s body has appeared on camera, that people far and wide
might sit at home replaying the scenes that offer the most revealing shots of his boyfriend.
Even though he knows Mean has the same problem to deal with, he doesn’t particularly like
the idea of sharing those visuals. He’s consoled only upon being reminded that he’s the only
one who gets to touch him. Feel him. Taste him. As long as they are only looking, he
supposes.

He also finds it comforting to remember that he has been Mean’s first in many things.

He is the first person to have touched the places that are yet to, and will never, be shown on
screen. To lick and suck and breach them. He is the first person to wake up with him in a
tangle of arms and legs. He is the first person to have infiltrated his home, leading some
semblance of a domestic life. He is the first person to kiss him goodbye at the door, to be his
lifeline when he is sad, to get him drunk on beer and soju cocktails, to see him cry at
romantic films because he is a soppy motherfucker, to hold his hand, to always be in his line
of sight, to read his palm. He could go on.

He wants all of the rest of Mean’s firsts too, and that is the part that concerns him. The
challenge not necessarily to be his special person anymore, but to remain so.

In many ways, Plan relies on ‘the firsts’.

Ever since their relationship transitioned into being more than friends, the sequence of events
defining it has become a little blurred. One benefit of their fame is the way it allows other
people to catalogue their history for them, so if he really needs to know the particular date
something happened, he only needs to scroll through a dedicated fan site or Twitter feed to
find out. In general though, it is the firsts that stand out as key highlights. If someone were to
ask, When was the first time Mean said I love you? the answer automatically springs to mind,
vivid and clear. After his return from Finland. Mean’s condo. Sex on the sofa. Boom, ask me
another.

Without the firsts, the memories become muddled up, the chronology lost. Their relationship
becomes a collage of fragments, of being held and touched and kissed on different days.
Without any context, the only way he can easily compartmentalise things is to divide his life
into two halves.



Before Mean and After Mean.

A lot of the time it is feelings he remembers and the conversations that provoked those
feelings rather than the setting in which they occurred. For example, he remembers Mean
once telling him, I’ll never want anyone else the way I want you, but he can’t for the life of
him remember where they were when he said it.

But he does remember the feeling: Butterflies.

*

On an impulse of possessiveness, and maybe just a dash of boredom as he waits for the sun to
rise, Plan runs the arch of his foot lightly up Mean’s calf.

He has furry legs but the dark hairs which decorate them are soft, and the elder wishes he had
them sometimes in order to appear more masculine. Then again, if he did, perhaps he
wouldn’t appreciate them as much as he does. He keeps an eye on Mean’s face, still fast
asleep, screaming inside his head.

Please wake up. Look at me. I need you.

The telepathic message falls on deaf ears. He doesn’t even stir.

He lifts a hand this time, placing it on Mean’s shoulder. Slowly, he trails his fingers down the
length of his body, over the vast expanse of skin on show to him to see if he can raise
goosebumps of Mean’s own. The most he gets is a weak murmur, Mean rolling over on to his
back to block off that particular route. Ramping up his game, Plan shifts until he is directly
beside him, propping himself up on both arms as he leans over his apparently comatose
boyfriend.

Gently, so as not to startle him, Plan begins to press soft pecks against Mean’s chest. He
kisses his affection into both collarbones and then his breastbone until he reaches his nipples,
where he delicately traces each bud with his tongue until it hardens. That grants him more of
a reaction, a sleepy moan escaping Mean’s throat as he subconsciously pushes up a little.

Plan shimmies lower, lips touching abs as he kisses each of those too, hovering over the trail
of hair that leads further south to where he’d really like to be. Daringly, he nips Mean’s left
hipbone, and again that makes him moan, although he still isn’t awake. Left with no other
choice, Plan hooks a leg over his right side and straddles him.

Finally, bewildered, Mean blinks his eyes open. The elder doesn’t wait for him to speak,
pressing impatient and demanding kisses against his lips. They are dry, the skin Mean has
bitten from them replenishing overnight, so he licks them wet.

“Why are you still awake?” Mean asks, voice hoarse and only half responding. “What time is
it?”

“Doesn’t matter,” Plan says dismissively, “I want you.”



Mean looks around for a clock but, thankfully, they don’t have one in their bedroom and his
phone is still embedded between a crack in the sofa where Plan made sure he left it.

“Wish,” Mean groans, “it’s not even light out. Have you not slept at all?”

“Mmm, call me that again.”

“Wish,” Mean repeats, “stop a second. Tell me what’s wrong?”

“I just need to feel you,” Plan says, eager lips sucking on the pressure point in his neck. His
back arches and despite his concerns, the elder can tell that he’s turning him on, Mean
stiffening below the waist. That in itself is reassuring but Mean, as usual, does not prioritise
his dick over his brain. He takes Plan’s face in his hands, unlatching him from his pulse and
pulls him up to look at him, narrow eyes soft from sleep.

“I’m here. I’ve got you. Talk to me, I promise I’ll listen.”

Plan is taken aback by the warm tenderness in his voice and he doesn’t know what to say
because the truth sounds crazy even to him.

I can’t sleep because I love you so much it scares me. I don’t want to leave you on Saturday. I
want to stay right here. If I sleep I feel like I’m wasting time that I’d rather give to you. To us.
All you need to do is ask me to stay. Just ask me and I will.

“I’m just aching a little, it’s hard to get comfortable,” is the answer he opts for instead
because at least it’s not a total lie.

A worried frown screws Mean’s eyebrows together. “I haven’t hurt you have I?”

“No, no, of course not,” Plan shakes his head, “I think I’m just tense. I’m sorry, I shouldn’t
have woken you. Go back to sleep.”

Mean’s arms loop around his neck, pulling him down to press a warm, open-mouthed kiss to
his lips that immediately helps him relax, practically dissolving on his tongue like a sugar
cube.

“I’m glad you did,” Mean whispers. “What can I do to help?”

“I don’t know,” Plan shrugs, “distract me?”

Mean smiles a sleepy smile before leaning up to kiss the underside of Plan’s jawbone. In one
swift move, he switches them, rolling Plan over even though the elder tries to resist, pushing
at his arms.

“Stop fighting,” Mean giggles, “lay back.”

Plan closes his eyes as Mean’s hands begin to caress his slim build, gently massaging certain
areas that he knows will be hurting after all of the things they have done so far tonight.
What’s one more? Plan thinks, and his boyfriend seems to be of the same opinion because he
takes Plan’s half hard cock in his grip and rubs it gently.



“I doubt even I can make you come four times in a row,” Mean murmurs, thinking out loud.
When he’s offered no reply, he looks up and meets Plan’s gaze. “Would you like me to try?”

The elder gulps. Sparks fly down south, every swipe of Mean’s hand like being struck by a
match. He nods, fanning the fire because really, who wouldn’t?

Mean doesn’t even give him any warning.

He pushes his legs open. “Wait, what are you doing?”
He dips his head. “Don’t tell me you’re gonna…”
He takes his whole cock in his mouth from tip to base. “Oh my god, fuck, Mean.”

In an instant, Plan’s not thinking about anything else. He’s not even thinking about thinking.
The future becomes irrelevant for the thrills of the present and this, this is why Plan loves
him beyond all comprehension.

As the younger hollows out his cheeks, sucking him fully to attention, Plan’s suddenly recalls
becoming tongue-tied earlier that afternoon. He relives the MC’s ecstatic glee at his
mispronunciation of ‘getting along well together’, the roar of the crowd and the way that, as
soon as he’d said it, he knew he’d said it wrong. Without sympathy or shame, the MC’s
response had been quick fire.

Woah! Hang on, this isn’t in the script! How exactly do you swallow each other?!

Plan finds himself smiling.

Like this, he thinks.

There really is something so strange about feeling alive.



Carving Silver In Strange Weather

Two of their five days fly by in the blink of an eye.

On the first, Plan calls P’Gong round to dye his hair back to a raven shade of black. It is a
shame that Mean doesn’t get to enjoy it for long because he spends most of the second away
filming, which hadn’t been a problem when he’d left that morning, the elder having spent
most of the day catching up on lost sleep. The problem is that when he finally arrives home
well past sunset, quiet and drowsy, Plan is wide awake.

And he’s also being extremely annoying.

He knows it but he can’t stop.

He senses Mean’s irritation when he tickles him on the sofa, when he playfully flicks him
between the eyebrows and when he pulls a cushion out from beneath his head just as he’s
about to start dreaming. Mean laughs it off but the sound is not genuine. He’s acting. Plan can
tell the difference, he just doesn’t care. It only makes him want to push his buttons harder.

Why don’t you just snap? Plan thinks, Mean’s self-control always managing to astound him
as he settles his head back down, full lips pursed. Tell me to fuck off, I dare you.

But Mean doesn’t, turning his face into the back of the sofa to block out the light emanating
from the television. To block him out, full stop. Agitated, the elder climbs over him, blowing
a jet of air into closed eyes and making them twitch. Except Plan wants more than that. A
proper fucking reaction would do.

All he gets is a heavy-hearted sigh as Mean reluctantly squints up at him.

“Is there any reason you’re being exceptionally difficult tonight?”

Plan sits back on his heels, frowning like an unamused child.

“Because you’re being exceptionally boring.”

“I’ve had a long day, cut me some slack,” Mean whines.

It’s one of MY days, and YOU have wasted it.

Plan catches himself before he can speak the thought aloud, not entirely sure when he became
so possessive over Mean’s time. Time in general, in fact. He doesn’t mean to suffocate him.
That is not his intention. He just knows that they only have seventy-two hours left. He can
hear the clock ticking in his head. Tick tock, tick tock, tick tock, louder and louder with each
hour that passes.

And he’s so awake.



“Tell me about it?” he asks, shifting slightly to nestle against Mean’s chest, hugging him
close.

“About what?” Mean mumbles, an arm automatically coming to wrap around his shoulders,
keeping him there. The small gesture instinctively makes Plan feel better. He snuggles in
further.

“Your day.”

“It was draining, lots of emotional scenes, I spent most of it crying and now my cheeks hurt.”

“That’s because you’re so good at crying,” Plan chuckles, “what do you expect? The
director’s just getting his monies worth!”

“Hey! I have other talents too,” Mean scolds sleepily.

Plan grins, pressing a kiss to Mean’s collarbone through his shirt. “I know you do.”

“You’re the expert.”

“And don’t you forget it,” Plan tells him happily, “have you made any new friends?”

“Yeah, I think so, the whole cast is really nice. Friendly. Most of them are our age so that
helps, and it’s especially cool to have a laugh between takes when the shoot itself is so heavy.
Today was a killer, man. It was like being Tin in the shower all over again!”

“Maybe everyone’s friendly because you’re friendly.”

“What d’you mean? Of course I’m friendly!”

“Better not be too friendly!”

“Oh shut up,” Mean laughs, giving Plan’s shoulder a light smack. “You know I only have
eyes for you.”

“I know,” Plan nods, “I’m only kidding, I just meant that you’re good at making friends.
People always like you. You give off good vibes, like a big Labrador with a wagging tail.”

“If I’m a Labrador what does that make you?” Mean asks curiously, grinning to himself with
his eyes still shut.

“It is universally acknowledged that I’m a lion.”

Plan takes offense to the giggle that escapes from the boy beneath him. Or at least, he almost
does. The sound is just a little too pure for him to quite manage it, warm and hoarse like
melted chocolate.

“You are a kitten,” Mean corrects, opening his eyes only to beam down at Plan’s scowl of
disapproval. “That’s why you’re so annoying!”



Plan thinks about protesting but before he can, Mean’s fingertips are suddenly poised at his
sides, prodding between his ribs. The tickling makes him shriek. Stop it! It makes him
squirm. Please don’t! It makes him laugh. I love you! It makes him writhe. Please! He flails
on his back like a netted fish, his boyfriend having far too much fun underneath him as long
legs trap him in place. Phiravich!

It is only when Plan says his real name, that Mean finally shows some mercy.

As quickly as the younger’s revenge begins, it is over, and Mean’s lips are on his.

Plan stops fighting. He even stops breathing. He kisses him back with a deep sense of
urgency, his mouth open as Mean’s hands find his jaw, turning his face further towards him.
Plan thinks the angle not good enough, rolling back over on top of him for full access to his
tongue. Their teeth collide but that doesn’t matter, focused only on tasting him for this lion
has not yet been fed. He feels the younger smile and that makes him smile too.

Eventually, Mean pulls back slightly, staring up at him through cherry glazed eyes.

“What are you thinking?” Plan whispers, wishing he could read his mind, the curious
expression on his face unreadable even to him.

“Why do you always kiss me like we’re running out of time?”

Plan doesn’t answer the question. Not then. Not afterwards. Not the next morning.

He barely gets a wink of sleep.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

The purpose of the photoshoot is to market a selection of eyeshadow palettes.

Upon arrival, they are told off for being late for which they profusely apologise. Well, Mean
does at least because the elder just isn’t really that sorry. They are rushed straight through to
hair and makeup which Plan is happy about because even he can admit that he looks like shit.

It’s Mean’s fault.

He’d made him get up, shaking him awake and completely unaware that the man he claimed
to love couldn’t have been asleep for more than forty-five minutes. To be fair, he had tried
twice already by that point, Plan only recoiling further under the covers and groaning curses
under his breath. He’d had the bed to himself, semi-conscious of Mean as he’d brushed his
teeth, made some breakfast and selected an outfit, ready to face day number three before Plan
had even properly said goodbye to the previous.

They’d been rushing around like a pair of headless chickens ever since the elder had finally
hauled his ass out from beneath the duvet. He just could not be bothered. He didn’t want to
dress up. He didn’t want to go out. Everything he did to get ready he did reluctantly, fifty
percent still in a daze and one hundred percent moody. He even let Mean drive, biting back



the urge to ask why, on the only occasion he wouldn’t mind being late, had Mean suddenly
become the world’s best timekeeper.

“Are you alright?” Mean mutters, nudging him gently with an elbow as they are led down a
wide corridor, walking side by side. “You still look half-dead.”

“Charming,” Plan says sarcastically, lifting an eyebrow.

“Did you really not sleep at all?”

“Kept having weird dreams,” Plan lies.

“You’ve got too used to lying in bed all day and only coming alive at night,” Mean
concludes, throwing him a knowing look that the elder can only describe as patronising as
hell.

“Thanks, dad, I’ll bear that in mind.”

Before Mean can get back on his high horse, they reach the room they require and the
younger is whisked away by a hair stylist. Plan offers a wai to his makeup artist as she
approaches and offers him a seat which he gratefully accepts. She is stunning to look at. A
mermaid without a tail. Her long, bluntly cut hair is dead straight, thick and voluminous as it
falls over her shoulders and she’s wearing blue contact lenses that pop against pale skin. At
first he appreciates her, sneaking glimpses in the mirror, and then he gets jealous, realising
that as soon as she’s finished with him she’ll be working on Mean instead. The thought
irritates him, and maybe she notices the way his expression changes because without
invitation she starts to speak.

“We’ll start with something fresh,” she informs him with a smile, “and then once you’re on
set, we’ll make the look more dramatic with each outfit change.”

Plan nods his agreement.

“Are you allergic to anything?”

“My skin is sensitive,” he tells her, “quite a lot of things break me out.”

“No problem, I’ll avoid anything fragranced and keep it light on the face. We can concentrate
on your eyes, that’s the focal point anyway.”

“Have you got the palettes?” Plan asks as she begins pulling a variety of products from a
large case and setting them out on the table. A belt of brushes is wound around her slim waist
and there are so many of them Plan can’t imagine what purpose half of them serve.

“Yep! They’re already there,” she says, pointing to Plan’s left. He spies the three eyeshadow
sets on the shelf in front of him, reaching across to have a closer look at them under the
mirror lights.

“Do you have a favourite?” she asks, glancing over his shoulder.



“Probably the nude one.”

“Well then you’re in luck because that’s the one we’ll start with.”

The first thing she does is moisturise his skin which he’s sure is already oily but he decides
not to interrupt an artist at work. After a light layer of primer, she moves on to trying to tame
his wild eyebrows, brushing them back into submission with a wire comb.

“I think it’s great you know,” she says absentmindedly, beginning to shape them with a dark
pencil. “That you are promoting boys wearing makeup. I wish more people did it.”

“Why?”

“Because everyone looks better in makeup! Not that you have to, of course, but most guys
don’t even consider it an option.”

“Well, when you have a face like this you take what you can get.”

“Don’t say that!” she says, resting her pinkie finger on the tip of his cheekbone, “you have a
great face.”

Is she flirting? Plan wonders, undecided whether he’s attracted or repelled by the idea.

“I bet you say that to everyone.”

“Well I suppose everyone does, in their own way.”

“Mean definitely does,” Plan says, surprising himself as the words roll off his tongue.

The makeup artist seems a little put out at first. Plan can almost hear her internal monologue
questioning whether she’d heard him right but, after a few beats of silence, she nods politely.

“Yes, he is handsome,” she agrees, tone professional.

He goes silent, eyeing her in the mirror to see if there’s more of an attraction there than she
wants to let on. He doesn’t find any obvious tell tale signs. She looks engrossed in her work,
brow slightly furrowed and focused entirely on him. Using a smaller brush now, she begins to
dab spots of concealer over the areas that need it. Plan looks at his own face, thinking that’s
got to be all of it. His dark circles are prominent, tinged almost green, and blemishes are
scattered everywhere because he’s been slacking on his skincare routine. He brushes off any
idea he had that she might have been interested in him.

He wouldn’t even flirt with himself.

When she finally starts making good use of the palettes, it’s a relief to be told to close his
eyes.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*



Having expected it to be his favourite, Plan isn’t keen on the pale beiges, whites and greys.

But he is keen on how Mean looks in them.

The bright lights they are under enhance the auburn tones in his hair, bangs blown forward
soft and spiky at the same time. The shades bring out the softness in his features. It’s not too
much and Plan likes that. His cheeks have been brushed a light peach, and the elder wants to
bite them to see if they are just as ripe and juicy.

Full pink lips tempt him as they pose together.

He wants to kiss the barely there gloss from them, thinking of Mean’s tongue and knowing
how wet that is too. He wants to lick the spit from his mouth and mix it with his own.

He wants to taste him.

And Mean seems completely oblivious to how his eyes glaze over like he’s staring at a sweet
dessert.

The way Mean treats him matches how he looks, and that pisses him off.

Plan feels a tad too girly. Just a tad, yet it’s enough that all of Mean’s touches feel as though
he’s touching a woman. The light hold of his waist, the faint hand on his shoulder. He leans
away a little, never quite close enough, even back to back. It is too respectful, too quaint and
formal and well behaved. Mean does not ogle him in his snowy white jumper.

He compliments his hair, his jet black side fringe styled so that it covers his forehead. But
that’s all he gets, and Plan doesn’t imagine that Mean’s mind is full of thoughts of eating him
alive like his is.

So Plan resists the urge to take one of his hands, pull him closer and put it straight on his half
hard dick to remind him that he is very much a guy. And one that wants him to boot.

He doesn’t deserve it.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

They move on to chocolate browns and dusky pinks.

The makeup artist enhances the looks they are already wearing, and it feels like a thin streak
of black eyeliner pencilled along his waterline makes all the difference because Mean
immediately perks up. Plan prefers his hair this way too, slicked back away from his face.

It’s a little less Cantaloupe.

Mean asks for a selfie together and Plan obliges simply because of the way he says please.
He’s sporting a silky rose coloured shirt that hangs off his shoulders and the younger seems
to like how it feels because he keeps running his hands down his back. He eventually settles



an arm round his neck and snaps the picture for them to keep. Plan insists on another, swiping
the camera to properly document just how many buttons Mean has left open. Precisely five,
he knows because he’s counted.

Once back on set, the photographer asks them to keep it sexy, and Mean seems to understand
that as possessive because suddenly Plan has both arms wrapped around him this time. His
heart races as Mean holds him against his chest. He can feel his breath in the crook of his
neck. His legs threaten to wobble but he grounds them there, seductively nibbling at a
fingernail as he stares straight at the camera. Somehow they forget about the palettes their
marketing, lost in each other.

Sadly, the professionals around don’t let them forget for long.

In the end, Plan’s favourite photo depicts him holding a set of the eyeshadows to Mean’s
mouth. Except he’s not looking at the makeup. He’s looking at the way he’s staring at Mean
in the picture. Head slightly back, faces almost touching, mouth just as kissable, gazing at
him out of the corners of his eyes whilst the younger looks to camera. Plan thinks he looks
hot.

He looks like he belongs to him.

And these days it excites him to imagine that other people might see that too.

How quickly the night changes.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

By the time they have been co-ordinated with the final palette, makeup reapplied to
compliment the fiery oranges, reds and yellows, Plan is itching with anticipation.

This is hands down his favourite. Eyes, a deep sunset. Lips, an inviting peach. Cheeks, a
golden bronze. His hair is a little messier and he hasn’t looked so vibrant in a long ass time.

Mean appears to notice too because his jaw drops when they cross paths in the corridor, Plan
on his way to and the younger returning from wardrobe.

“How is that even possible?” Mean asks, checking him out and practically drooling.

“What?” Plan says innocently, glancing around to see if they are alone.

“I literally didn’t think you could look better than before.”

Before the elder can shrug all coy and cute, Mean pulls hard on the black top he’s about to
change out of, as usual completely ambivalent that anyone might happen upon them. Plan
stumbles into him, Mean’s hands steadying him at the hips as he grinds into him and makes
him moan out loud.

“I’m begging you,” Mean mutters in his ear, “wear that look home?”



Plan half chuckles, trying to catch his breath. “Why?”

“Cause I wanna fuck you like that.”

Plan doesn’t know whether to laugh or cry, deeply upset at the thought of having to wait that
long.

“Maybe I’ll fuck you like this.”

He feels Mean grin, straight teeth poised at his neck. Please, he nearly says, take a bite out of
me.

“Maybe we can do both… unless of course you have plans?”

“Do I look busy?” Plan grins, chancing a quick kiss pressed to Mean’s jaw.

The younger’s smile lights up his eyes and Plan suddenly feels emotional because it’s day
three and they don’t have long left. Over half of their time together has gone and they’ll have
to waste at least another hour here. The thought would have panicked him but Mean’s hands
are reassuring, tracing up and down his sides. He feels safe between them.

“I love you,” Mean tells him as if he’s never said it before, eyes so bright, smile so wide.

And Plan can’t find the heart to feel anything but pride.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

You’d think Plan wouldn’t know how they got from there to Mean sucking him off in the
back of his car but he does.

He remembers every painstaking moment he’d been made to wait. He remembers being
playful whilst the photos were taken, Mean tickling his nose with a palette and pulling funny
faces at the camera. He remembers his head falling back against Mean shoulder, scrunching
his face up and giggling together. He remembers excitedly gabbling his way through the last
of his interviews, eager to get off set as soon as possible. He even remembers how he’d
promised himself he would wait until they were back at home when they finally climbed into
Mean’s car after getting changed and bidding their goodbyes.

Surprisingly it is Mean who in the end proves too impatient once they pull into the car park.

The second he sneaks into a spot concealed between two other stationary cars, he pulls Plan
in for a kiss that quickly escalates. The elder does not complain, for all his Christmas’s have
come early and he is in no mood to wait either. Plan still does not protest when Mean kisses
his knees through the rips in his jeans, when his free hand works on the buttons nor when he
pulls his erection from within their confines. In fact, he doesn’t make a sound at all until
Mean leans down and wraps his whole fucking mouth around his dick as though he’s
desperate for it.



And the sound he makes then is euphoric.

He wants to come right there and then because Mean isn’t often like this. It’s usually him
who pushes for more, who teases him willing, who’s ready to go for round two before he’s
even shaken off the tremors of the first. If Mean were like this more often, Plan doesn’t think
they’d ever stop having sex so it is probably good that one of them at least is capable of
exercising some self-restraint. But that doesn’t stop Plan from enjoying it on the occasions
that Mean decides to make an exception. He likes him impatient. He likes him desperate.
Denying Mean what he wants is something that Plan’s never been able to do throughout the
entire duration of their relationship so far.

He has no plans to start today.

Which is why he reclines the passenger seat back and lets him go to town.

Whenever Mean blows him, the guy does it like he literally does nothing else other than suck
cock. He takes it all the way to the back of his throat, until his nose is pressed up against
Plan’s stomach, apparently not in possession of a gag reflex. And Plan loves it, because he
can ask for anything and Mean will do it. Quick, slow, sensual, dirty. Anything goes.

Between the odd glance out the windscreen, Plan watches Mean work whilst simultaneously
trying not to bust in his mouth. He likes the way his eyes are closed, focused but not screwed
together, relaxed as though he’s enjoying himself. He likes the way the bob of Mean’s head
leaves his shaft coated in a warm wetness that he engulfs every time he sinks back down. He
places a hand in Mean’s hair, curling the strands around his fingers and pulling on them
gently and suddenly, Mean realises that he is, actually, still there too, eyes opening quickly as
though he had forgotten.

“You keep dripping in my mouth,” Mean says, pulling off for a second to grin up at him.

“Sorry,” Plan whispers, not even aware of it and slightly embarrassed.

“I don’t know why you’re sorry,” Mean replies, using a hand to keep Plan fully alert. “I like
it. You could shoot down my throat and I’d still swallow every drop. You know that.”

“Why mention it then?” Plan asks, tone breathless and sarcastic.

“I don’t know,” Mean admits, “I guess I just want you to tell me how turned on you are right
now.”

“Get lost, you can boost your own ego.”

“Why should I when I’ve got you here?” Mean teases, eyes blown and sparkling. “Go on, for
me, I’ll make it worth your while.”

Plan lifts an eyebrow, curious as to what Mean’s got in mind.

What the heck, he thinks, it’s not like you didn’t take the last of my self-respect a long time
ago.



Except truthfully, Mean has never taken anything from him. He’s always given willingly.

And today is no different.

“I’m so turned on that that casual handjob you’re giving me is going to make me come if you
carry on,” Plan informs him, gesturing with his eyes down to where Mean held him, “I’ve
been half hard since I saw you in that first outfit today. You should wear beige more often.”

“Did you like it?” Mean asks gleefully.

“I liked them all. You looked fucking amazing all day.”

Mean’s smile reaches from ear to ear. To Plan’s surprise, he suddenly lets his dick go, moving
upwards to smack an impulsive, open-mouthed kiss against his lips.

“Just for that,” Mean murmurs when he finally lets Plan up for air, “I’ll let you fuck me right
here.”

Plan’s eyes grow bolt wide. “Here? In your car?”

“Mhmm.” Mean takes his mouth in another hot kiss. “If you wanna. I’ll ride you.”

Plan gawps on, stunned. Mean has never let him fuck him outside the house, that’s usually
reserved only for him, for when Mean feels the need to assert his authority over him and
simply cannot wait. His mouth opens and closes around the answer of yes please, of course I
fucking want to, but the words don’t come out, pinned by Mean’s eyes which make him
unable to breathe properly.

“Look at you,” Mean smiles, “all pretty and speechless.”

“What if someone sees?” Plan manages.

The younger just giggles, the sound warm and sensual to Plan’s ears.

“Then lucky them.”

Plan thinks he might die as his heart practically leaps inside his chest. He lunges forward,
reattaching himself to Mean’s mouth and kissing his gratitude into him.

“Get in the back,” he mutters between licks of Mean’s tongue.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

Everything feels too rushed.

So much so, that Plan’s not sure he can handle it when Mean rolls his hips down on top of
him as though it doesn’t hurt. Because Plan knows it does. He’s been there. He remembers
that feeling.



And what a feeling it is.

Both of them groan when Mean’s bare ass touches Plan’s thighs. The elder leans up for a
kiss, desperate for a distraction to take his mind off just how tight he feels. Mean whines
when their lips touch. The sound comes from his core, guttural and deep, and it sets Plan’s
skin on fire.

“Has your dick got bigger?” Mean half laughs, completely still as he tries to adjust.

“I told you to let me add a third finger,” Plan reminds him, biting hard on his lower lip and
using every inch of his willpower to suppress the desire to thrust upwards. “You said you
could take it!”

“Just give me a second,” Mean says, brow furrowed in concentration.

“You can stay there as long as you like,” Plan says, trying to lighten the mood, “you’ll hear
no complaints from me.”

When his feeble attempt at comedy falls on deaf ears, Plan reaches up and takes Mean’s face
in his hands. He brings it down, making Mean settle in the crook of his neck. Plan feels the
way he tries to steady his breathing, in through the nose and out through the mouth, and the
elder does his best to encourage his efforts, rubbing circles into his sides underneath his
striped shirt.

“You okay?”

“Yeah,” Mean nods.

“Then why is your voice shaking?”

“Well why are your legs shaking?” Mean counters, raising his head to pierce him with a
knowing look.

“Because you don’t let me do this enough.”

Mean smirks, wrapping both of his arms loosely around Plan’s neck as he rolls his hips down
once and makes him gasp, his pretty orange eyes closing instinctively to try and savour the
feeling.

“You better make the most of it then and fuck me good.”

Plan looks him up and down, mulling over in his head exactly what ‘good’ means to him.
Finish him in record time? Torture him sweet and slow? Nail him until he’s seeing stars?

He decides to play it by ear and find out for himself, pushing up into Mean hard and
observing the way his head falls back on a satisfied moan. His makeup is smudged around his
eyes, softening his features and he looks so fucking handsome blissed out on top of him.

He builds up a steady rhythm, not pointing out that Mean’s not really doing the riding he
promised because, in all honesty, Plan doesn’t really mind all the time his cock is still driving



in and out of him.

No one’s around to judge them, and even if there were, all Plan can see is the white’s of
Mean’s eyes as he picks up pace, hands on his hips and encouraging them downwards.
Mean’s fingernails claw at his skin, slid beneath the collar of his top. They are rough and
they’ll leave marks but Plan doesn’t ask him to stop. He doesn’t even think about it. He likes
it when Mean loses control for him, he can feel him trembling and his moans get louder the
harder he screws him.

Plan gets a masochistic kick out of leaving Mean’s cock, hard and leaking between them,
entirely untouched as he does. He won’t touch it until Mean asks him to, and even then he
still might not, half tempted to make him come just like this, especially when he shifts his
angle slightly and hits Mean’s prostrate bang on. Mean’s whole body spasms, he entirely
stops breathing. All of a sudden, each of Plan’s thrusts is met by a co-ordinated grind of
Mean’s hips, and that’s when the elder starts to lose control himself.

“You like it there huh?”

“Fuck yes,” Mean gasps, not a hint of shame in his tone, “right there…god…so good.”

“Look at me,” Plan orders, wondering what’s so interesting about the roof of the car that
Mean can’t seem to tear his eyes off it. “You asked me to stay like this for you.”

When Mean lowers his head it seems to take all of his effort to hold it there but he matches
his gaze all the same. Plan kisses him to make it easier because he almost looks scared, like
he doesn’t know how he’s going to do this, soul too exposed and on display for the boy inside
him. Plan thinks it messed up that Mean finds it easier to say goodbye to him than he does to
be vulnerable in this way.

“It’s just me,” Plan reminds him, “I love you.”

“Don’t say that,” Mean groans, sinking down deeper, “you’ll make me come.”

“You think I don’t want you to?”

Mean doesn’t know what to say, can barely see straight as Plan slams into him.

“I want you to come all over me,” Plan grinds out, feeling the way Mean goes loose, slacker
now around him. The glide of his cock is easy, silky and sweet, in and out, and Mean’s
cheeks blush strawberry hot as his orgasm grips him. He looks at Plan and his eyes are full of
panic.

“I can’t,” he gabbles, shaking his head frantically, “I can’t hold on.”

Plan doesn’t know why he minds so much. He pushes forward, capturing Mean’s lower lip
between his teeth before he kisses it softly, passionate and warm as he swallows the moans
from his boyfriend’s throat.

“So don’t,” he whispers, “let go for me.”



It’s the last nudge of encouragement Mean needs.

Before Plan knows it, his black top has been embezzled with white, the boy in his lap
becomes jelly and he’s in absolute fucking heaven.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

They stay there together for a long time, Mean boneless and deadweight against him as Plan
lovingly twirls strands of his hair around an index finger. In fact, by the time he finally
moves, even Mean’s joints are surprised, elbows and knees and wrists all clicking back into
place.

A quietness dawns over the pair of them as they begin to make themselves presentable, Mean
awkwardly using every inch of space to get his long legs back into his jeans whilst Plan
shucks his own back up, doing the zipper and leaving the buttons undone out of nothing but
laziness. He wipes the come from his top the best he can, remembering his phone in the front
door of the car and retrieving it before Mean can lock him out as they eventually make their
way back up to his condo on tired feet.

He has a missed call from his sister but that’ll just have to be a problem for later.

They wait for the lift, both unable to face the prospect of stairs. Mean leans against the call
button after pressing it, looking at him with a peculiar expression on his face.

“What are you staring at?”

“You.”

“Why?”

“I’m just admiring.”

“Well cut it out.”

“You don’t like that I look at you and it makes my heart warm?”

Plan finds himself lost for words, breaking into a shy, exhausted smile.

“That’s what I thought.”

Any clever comeback Plan might have been reaching for is interrupted by the ding of the
summoned lift, which reveals two other residents on their way home as the doors open. The
two boys step inside, the elder wondering whether what they have just done is written all
over their faces. He keeps his eyes on the floor, shifting from foot to foot. He doesn’t know
why he cares, what he and Mean do in the privacy of their own cars is their business.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.



*

Plan wakes disorientated and confused, the sun only just beginning to set, at the sound of the
doorbell.

“Don’t wake up,” Mean mutters, sliding an arm out from beneath his head. He jumps to his
feet, running to answer it.

It’s a bit late for that, Plan thinks, rubbing his eyelids and completely forgetting about the
makeup he hasn’t taken off. Something is wrong. His eyelashes feel sticky. When he pulls his
hand away, his knuckles are covered in smudges of orange and black. For god’s sake.

He decides he doesn’t care enough to fix it, turning his face back into the duvet he’s lying on
top of and closing his eyes. He hears Mean thanking someone at the door before it clicks
closed once more. The rustling sound of carrier bags can be heard and Plan would have gone
to look if Mean hadn’t suddenly reappeared just as quickly, hopping back into bed with him
and playing big spoon, Plan once again using his arm as a headrest when it retakes its place
cradling his skull.

“Where did you go?” Plan mumbles.

“I ordered us some food,” Mean informs him, pressing a kiss into his hair. “Save you the
trouble of cooking. It came super quick though, we can reheat it. Go back to sleep.”

“How long have I been out?”

“A couple of hours, you were dead to the world,” Mean says, a hint of concern in his voice.
“You must’ve needed it, get a couple more whilst you can. I’m right here.”

Plan hates the thought that he’s wasting time, sleep to him these days nothing less than a
relative of Death. A friendly auntie perhaps, or maybe that cousin at a family gathering that
everyone can’t wait to see. But that doesn’t make it any easier to open his eyes. He feels calm
in Mean’s arms, more relaxed than he has been in days, his presence warm and protective
along his spine. Plan shuffles back closer into him, placing his own around the one Mean has
curled around him and intertwining their fingers. He brings Mean’s palm to his mouth,
kissing it once before he lets it settle there, trapped in his embrace where he always feels
most at peace.

“What did you order?”

“Pad Thai,” Mean answers. “Chicken.”

Plan’s stomach rumbles at the thought and it is then that he realises that he hasn’t eaten all
day, up too late for breakfast and having skipped lunch. Mustering all of his energy, he forces
himself to turn over in Mean’s hold, meeting his attentive gaze.

“Don’t let it go cold,” Plan smiles weakly, “I’m starving.”

“You sure? We can honestly have it later,” Mean reassures before he brings a thumb to Plan’s
right eye and swipes gently, “you’ve smudged your makeup.”



When a dry thumb doesn’t work, Mean licks the pad of a finger and tries again.

“Ew, gross!” Plan complains, swatting him away.

“You gotta be kidding me?” Mean chuckles. “After everything we do together, a bit of spit is
gross?”

Plan only scowls, rubbing at the spot where Mean’s finger had been.

“Just go and get the food!”

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

The calories help.

Every forkful of noodles gives him energy, warm from the inside out. He devours his plate
quickly and Mean seems pleased by this, watching him as he eats and rewarding him with a
bright smile that is nothing but teeth when he eventually sets his cutlery down.

“Good?”

“Amazing,” Plan nods, flopping down against the bed full and content.

“So,” Mean says, still toying with bits of chicken still left on his plate. Plan quirks an
eyebrow, sensing the hesitance in his voice. “You wanna tell me what’s been on your mind
lately?”

“Nothing,” Plan sighs, not prepared to have this conversation. He doesn’t want to argue. He
doesn’t want their domestic bliss spoilt at the hands of his anxiety with so little time to go.

“Wish, please don’t lie to me.”

“What do you mean?”

“You haven’t been sleeping. You don’t seem at ease. I can sense it.”

“You’re imagining things,” Plan mutters, “I literally just woke up from a nap!”

“You know what I mean. I’m not stupid, Plan. I know when something’s wrong with my
boyfriend.”

Plan doesn’t know what to say because he knows Mean isn’t stupid. Yet when he thinks about
the things that keep him awake night after night they all feel too ridiculous to say out loud.

I’m scared at how quickly the time goes.
I’m scared that whilst I’m gone someone else will turn your head.
I’m scared that when we’re apart you don’t miss me like I miss you.



He knows what Mean will say. That he’s overthinking. That he’s being irrational. That he’s a
pessimist in an optimists clothing.

“I told you,” Plan says, “I just keep having these nightmares, that’s all.”

“Well what are they about?”

“Nothing real. I’m just always running away from something. Sometimes it’s ghosts,
sometimes a lunatic with a gun, sometimes an escaped animal. Wolves or tigers or gigantic
spiders. They always catch me just as I wake up.”

“Your mind is so overactive,” Mean frowns. “Is there anything I can do to help?”

“It usually helps when we have sex,” Plan says bluntly, cheeks blushing pink. “It takes the
edge off.”

Mean bites back his smirk, canines pinning his lower lip.

“So that’s why you been all over me lately.”

“Don’t flatter yourself,” Plan scolds, “it’s not personal.”

“Oh right,” Mean nods as though he doesn’t believe a word of it. “So you’re saying my dick
could be anyone’s, is that it?”

“I’m saying it’s nothing my right hand couldn’t fix,” Plan shrugs on a grin.

“Well how about I leave you with your right hand tonight then?”

“No,” he says quickly, almost too quickly. “Wait! I didn’t mean – ”

“Nah, nah, it’s cool. I get the message,” Mean says teasingly, turning to swing his legs off the
bed.

Plan launches across to stop him, looping his arms around Mean’s shoulders to pull him back.
He pecks at the baby hairs at the nape of his neck. Once, twice, three times.

“You know that my hands could never compare,” Plan murmurs between kisses before he
holds him closer, lips at his ear. “Besides, it’s your turn.”

Plan feels him shiver, turned on at the thought. Mean inclines his face towards him, leaning
his head back against his shoulder whilst he decides if he’s forgiven for ever implying
otherwise. To convince him, Plan dips his head and steals a kiss from him, a simple brush of
lips that lingers longer than he had intended it to.

Mean smiles up at him when he finally breaks away, eyes twinkling and full of ideas.

“You taste like chicken.”

And just like that, a food fight begins with the leftovers.



Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

Plan’s quite sure that he’s the winner.

Both in the food fight and in life because Mean’s on top of him, kissing him quiet and
screwing him slow at his request, with strings of noodles still in his hair.

Plan doesn’t want him to go any faster.

He wants to stay like this forever, half dressed, sticky from soy sauce and with Mean inside
him doing what they do best. He can feel the gentle push against the sweet spot inside him
every time Mean grinds down but more than that, he can feel the way his heart swells to a
point that he’s scared it might burst. The thought that soon it will be over makes him sad.

He consumes each of Mean’s soft moans as though his stomach isn’t already full, they an
entirely different source of nutrition that keeps him alive. That keeps him well.

Because he’s not well without Mean.

He hasn’t been since the day they met.

Plan locks his legs firmly around his boyfriend’s hips, restricting how far he can pull out
because he wants him close. He wants to feel connected to him on a deeper level that sex on
its own cannot offer, breaking away from his mouth to hold his gaze and Mean does not shy
away or avert his eyes.

Can you see it? Plan is tempted to ask. Can you see how much you mean to me?

Plan thinks it must be there, written all over his face as Mean leans down to kiss his
smudged, orange eyelids before pressing his affection against the tip of his nose. He smiles.
They both do.

He feels loved. Completely, and he’d never thought it could be so fulfilling but it is.

There isn’t a feeling in the world that matches it, an experience that tops it. And by god he’s
had some experiences in his twenty-two years on this earth. He’d been lucky to start with, not
many people were shown the love and support that he had been on his journey to recognition.
And then he’d met Mean, and now he doesn’t know how to show his gratitude anymore
because words don’t touch the happiness he feels.

Perhaps that’s why he’s certain it all has to go wrong.

It can’t be possible for people to stay this happy.

Life is rarely so kind.

Yet, before that train of thought can ruin this moment, reality strikes again and surprises him
once more because Mean, whose strokes are still achingly slow, stares straight into his eyes



and tells him that he loves him and Plan, cynical, unexpecting, sentimental Plan, believes
him.

The boy on his back does all he can do.

He holds Mean closer, pushing up gently to meet his thrusts, and decides that even if life isn’t
ever that kind, he can be.

He can be kind to himself and live in this moment.

So he does.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

Day four passes by in a whirlwind of affection after Mean returns home from work earlier
than expected. Plan jumps on him the instant he walks through the door, alerted to his arrival
by the unpremeditated key in the lock he spends most of his waking hours listening for.

I wanted to spend the afternoon with you.

Plan doesn’t care about anything else Mean says after that, how P’Zaanook won’t be happy
about it and how he’ll have hell to pay later. All he cares about is that they have this time
together, and he shows his never-ending appreciation in any way Mean desires.

He makes them lunch. They spend hours playing games. Fifa, Call of Duty and Among Us all
at the top of their list. The latter is Plan’s favourite because Mean makes an awful imposter.
He’s a terrible liar and for some reason it soothes the elders worries to know that if Mean
ever were to hide something from him, he’d be able to tell in a heartbeat. He goes quiet and
shifty. He runs his tongue along his teeth. He fidgets in his seat and loosens his collar.

It doesn’t take long for Plan to condemn the guilty, dark blue icon running about killing them
off.

The sun sets earlier than the elder could ever have imagined and it is only then that the
tightness in Plan’s chest resurfaces, intensifying by the hour and there’s literally nothing he
can do about it because he has to pack.

Mean helps him stuff clothes in a suitcase, disordered and unfolded even though that upsets
the neat freak in him because Plan makes it clear that he doesn’t have time to waste. He picks
out a couple of Mean’s shirts to take for good measure. These he does fold, laying them
carefully on top of the rest of his belongings and eventually, once everything he needs is
somewhere inside, Plan steps back, scratching his head and one hundred percent certain he’s
forgotten something.

“Don’t worry,” Mean says, “it’s only for a few days, right?”

Plan nods.



Ten.

He’ll be gone for ten whole days.

“See, you’ll be back before you know it.”

There’s something about the way Mean says it that makes Plan look up, his voice strained.
His expression confirms what Plan has neglected to remember, that this is not easy for him
either. The smile on his face is brave, serving to comfort himself as well as Plan. It does not
narrow his eyes like the real ones do, and Plan resists the urge to break down right there.

“I’ll miss you,” Plan says, blinking back tears.

Because he will. He’ll miss him beyond belief. He’ll miss him when he’s being warm and
fluffy, smothering him with constant hugs and kisses. He’ll miss him when he’s being a
nymphomaniac, lowering the tone of a perfectly normal conversation with innuendos. He’ll
miss him when he’s being an idiot, laughing at his own stupid jokes. He’ll miss him.

Before he knows it, Mean crosses the room and wraps him in a bone crushing hug and Plan
doesn’t know what it is that makes him push down Mean’s joggers.

Perhaps it is the way he feels, strong and masculine and soft all at once.

Perhaps it is the way he looks, both handsome and emotional under the lamplight.

Perhaps it is the way he smells, familiar and homely like a comfort blanket.

All Plan knows is that the last time they have sex it isn’t rough because now is not the time
for that. He’s vulnerable and vulnerable is a time to be touched, and Mean touches him as
though he’s the most important thing he owns.

And thanks to his hands, Plan forgets for a little while.

For that is Mean’s power.

Tick tock. Tick tock. Tick tock.

*

Plan stands outside the taxi that will take him to the airport as Mean looks on.

They do not kiss, nor hug, nor say goodbye. They’ve said everything they need to.

Or at least Plan thinks they have, suddenly turning back to Mean who holds the door open for
him, his luggage already firmly tucked inside the boot and making it impossible to back out
now.

“Promise you’ll be here when I get back?”

“You know I will.”



“Just promise me. Please?” Plan implores, tugging on the sleeve of his jumper.

“I promise,” Mean swears. “Now go have an amazing time! I’ll call you every day okay? I
want to hear all about it and don’t worry, I’ll hold the fort here whilst you’re gone.”

The elder gulps, wanting with his whole soul to believe him. He nods, heart racing in his
chest.

With no other option, he gets in the car and lets his boyfriend close the door and suddenly, the
moment he’s feared for five straight days is upon him. The dread that’s been consuming him
reaches breaking point and there’s nothing he can do about it other than put his hand on the
glass window as if by holding it there the image of Mean will never disappear.

Plan keeps his eyes fixed on him until he’s completely out of sight, unable to fight the feeling
as he’s driven away that he’s going in the wrong direction.



It's What You Made Me, A Monster

Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

Does it fuck.

What absence does do, Plan soon learns, is drive him fucking crazy.

Officially parted from his lover for ten consecutive days, he carries a feeling of sickness
around with him everywhere he goes. Subtle but ever-present. He finds the feeling hard to
describe. A nauseating hollowness laced with unexplained traces of panic. Whenever his
thoughts stray to what he’s left behind his insides twist. It puts him permanently off his food,
no matter how mouth-watering the foreign dishes are because he can never predict when the
next wave of uneasiness will hit. Luckily, Perth is always on hand to finish them for him.

They begin their travels in Seoul, South Korea.

Day one, and Plan has mixed feelings about the place.

In many ways it reminds him of home. He likes the people very much, warm and kind-
hearted. He likes the juxtaposition between the modern sky-scrapers and the impressive
temples. He likes the futuristic attractions and the fascination with pop culture that draws a
wide breadth of fans eager to see them.

What he doesn’t like is the memories being in Korea evokes.

Mean’s tear-stained face. Hearing those words. Waking up alone.

Perhaps that is why he spends a lot of time continuously swallowing the nothing in his
mouth, the taste of heartbreak still lingering on his tongue even after all this time.

Despite the plates he never manages to clear, Plan makes every effort not to dwell on those
memories in front of his friends. He looks well. He smiles in the right places. He’s happy.

Or at least everyone thinks he is because he’s got no reason not to be.

Right?

*

The best thing about being in the band is the drumming.

Despite ongoing lessons he would still describe himself, on a good day, an average singer at
best and an even worse dancer.

The drums however are therapeutic. He has learnt over time how to play them right, gripping
his sticks properly and balancing his controlled and rebound strokes. All the time he is



listening he can bring their songs to life and unlike on the dancefloor, the more he practices,
the better he gets.

And practice he does on day two, much to the annoyance of the other three men making up
their quartet.

“Can we run it through one more time?”

“What for?” Perth replies, echoed by the groans of Mark and Gun. “You’ve got it down.”

Plan shrugs. “Better to be safe than sorry.”

“But it’s half past ten,” Gun objects loudly, “we’ve got to be up at dawn!”

“So?”

“He’s right bro,” Perth says, offering a reassuring smile that does nothing to ease Plan’s
nerves, “you know what you’re doing, you’ll be fine.”

“I don’t want it to be fine. I want it to be perfect.”

“And for that you need some rest,” Mark cuts in, ever the voice of reason.

“Come on,” Perth nods in agreement, outstretching a hand for him to take, “let’s get out of
here. You got this, I promise.”

And Plan knows he’s right because he does have this. He could beat out the melody by heart
at this point. He just doesn’t really want to go to bed.

Yet, for the sake of his friends, Plan gives in and reluctantly takes Perth’s hand.

*

Plan wishes he weren’t sharing, glancing over at Perth who within minutes has begun
snoring. They rest on separate twin mattresses but the two feet of distance between them isn’t
enough to lend Plan the privacy he needs.

He remains wide awake, having tried every sleeping position known to man. Curled up on his
side, flat on his back, one leg hooked out, sprawled on his stomach, switching to the other
end. What began as three pillows is now one, two scattered across the floor as he
contemplates trying none at all to see if that works.

His brain doesn’t seem to register the aching of his muscles or the lethargic way he rolls over
once more, mind on high alert as it jumps from one irrational thought to the next. Himself,
his own worst enemy. Two hours ahead of home, he imagines scenarios that are all linked to
one question.

What is Mean doing right now?



Laughing about him behind his back perhaps? Disclosing their most intimate secrets? Calling
him clingy and telling people how much he misses being single? Could he instead be
confiding how unhappy he is? Debating how to handle their break up conversation when the
right moment arrives?

Maybe it’s none of these things and his boyfriend simply hasn’t texted him because he’s spent
the evening fucking one of his new co-stars. Which is easier to stomach? Male or female? He
pictures both, in their bed of all places. Mean above a woman and underneath a man because
the thought of him actively topping another guy the way he does him consumes Plan with a
deep, intense jealousy.

Eventually, after conducting a full analysis of both instances, he decides the answer is neither.
The idea of Mean with anyone else full stop makes him want to heave.

The worse thing is that he has no reason to worry so.

Mean loves him.

Only him. Always him. Forever him.

Yet no matter how many times Plan reminds himself of this fact, unjustified concerns
continue to pester him like a flea in his ear and he cannot rest. Not until he knows for sure.

Impatient for sleep, he yanks his phone from where it’s charging on the bedside table and gets
up, happy to be labelled the insecure one if it might just lend him a chance at peace.

*

“Hey baby, how’s it going?”

Plan hopes to feel better the second he hears Mean’s voice but he doesn’t. He hears the smile
on the younger’s face, can almost picture how his eyes have lit up. That’s because Mean is
normal, and like any normal person it pleases him to see his boyfriend’s name pop up on his
caller ID.

“I’ve told you not to call me that!”

“But you are my baby!”

“I’m older than you,” Plan continues arguing in hushed tones, “if anything you’re my baby.”

“I’ll be anything you want when I get to see you,” Mean says, and Plan can sense him
smirking at the other end of the line. He shifts where he’s sat on the bathroom floor,
readjusting himself.

“Don’t,” Plan shakes his head in frustration, “I’m going mad.”

“Already?” Mean chuckles. “I’m flattered.”

“I suppose you’re fine and dandy then? Keeping busy are we?”



“Busy, definitely. I’ve not long got home, just finished brushing my teeth and about to hop
into bed without you, so fine and dandy? Not so much.”

Even though he suspects Mean is pandering to him, this information cheers Plan up
somewhat.

“So you do miss me then?”

“I haven’t had much of a chance yet, but I will in a minute when I haven’t got you to cuddle
up to.” Plan smiles into his phone screen, comforted, and lets Mean continue uninterrupted.
“What are you still doing up anyway?”

“Can’t sleep.”

“Lonely?”

“No, it’s not that. I’ve got Perth’s snoring for company. I just…”

What Plan wants to say feels excessive. I just know I’m incomplete without you. I just feel as
though half of me is missing. I just haven’t yet recalled how to sleep in the absence of your
octopus limbs. I just needed to hear your voice. I just had to be certain that you were in our
bed alone. All are true but none does he opt for.

“… can’t settle.”

“Well in that case I’m glad you called. How can I help?”

“Tell me you love me.”

“I love you,” Mean affirms without skipping a beat.

“Say it again.”

“I love you. I love you. I love you.”

“Whisper it.”

“I love you.”

“Now shout it so the neighbours can hear.”

“I LOVE YOUUUU!”

Mean yells so loudly that Plan winces, putting some distance between the phone and his ear.
When Mean’s lungs finally run out of air, the ‘you’ as long and drawn out as he could
possibly make it, he joins Plan in his fits of giggles.

“Happy now?” he asks, breathless at the other end of the line.

“Yes.” Plan grins.



“So after all that you’re not even going to say it back?”

“I love you too,” the words come easily.

“Good.” Mean says like a triumphant dog that has scared off a burglar. “Now go to sleep and
dream of me.”

“Okay,” Plan exhales, the weight lifted off his chest, “catch you tomorrow?”

“Not if I catch you first.”

After they bid their goodbyes, neither overly eager to be the one to hang up, Plan creeps back
into bed with a spring in his step.

This time it’s different.

This time sleep takes him comfortably and he doesn’t just dream of Mean, but of them.

*

Plan can confess that he’s become obsessed with intimacy and everything that means.

He misses things while he’s away that, if Mean were around, wouldn’t even cross his mind.
He misses seeing him crack open sleep soft eyes first thing in the morning. He misses
swapping clothes, burying his nose in collars that still smell of him. He misses the scratch of
stubble against his skin before he’s had a chance to shave.

The thing he misses the most though, is Mean’s hands.

The soft, sensual and sometimes wicked things he does with them.

He misses the possessive palm on the small of his back on stage, the gentle brush of their
knuckles when he’s being interviewed, laying in Mean’s lap and letting him pet his hair like
he’s the latest addition to his litter of Bengal cats.

It isn’t particularly easy never having any alone time whilst he’s away. More often than he’d
care to admit, his mind unconsciously strays to said hands whilst in the middle of other
things. They can be practicing at rehearsal and he finds himself skipping a beat, blushing in
the back seat of a car on the way to a meet and greet, suddenly having to cross his legs in his
makeup chair, halfway through lunch and fumbling with his chopsticks, all because his
thoughts wander where they shouldn’t in broad daylight. Frustratingly, the more he tries to
repress them, the more he can’t help but fixate upon nimble fingers that belong to the boy
who lives in his head rent free.

By day five, the obsession gets the better of him.

He’s halfway through getting his hair done and unusually, his stylist is taking his time.

It starts during the washing phase, a strong set of fingers and thumbs massaging shampoo
into his skull and ridding him of days’ worth of pent up tension. He lets his eyes fall shut, and



that’s when his mind resumes treading the dangerous path he’s managed to avoid so far today.
Not anymore. By the time he’s sat back in a leather chair, wet hair being styled with a blow
dryer, he’s half hard, strangely uncomfortable, and completely turned on.

Plan has never found himself attracted to another man in the same way he’s attracted to
Mean. He’s not particularly attracted to this one either, barring his hands. His hands remind
him of his boyfriend’s, and that works him up as he stares intently in the mirror, avoiding the
gaze of the faceless man who he keeps imagining is Mean. He loosens the black cloak tied
around his neck which is protecting his clothes and, thankfully, also his modesty.

He wonders when it will end. Longs for the moment he’ll be spared. Even when there are no
hands in his hair, the stylist preoccupied drying specific locks at a time, fixing them in all
directions, light fingers rest on his shoulder and Plan half wants to shrug them off and half
suck them into his mouth. He finds some self-restraint and does neither, but there’s about a
third of his hair still dripping, bangs included, and sitting there stoically and behaving himself
has now become an ordeal.

Forget the face. He just wants to chop those hands off at the wrist and take them home.
Except in truth, he knows that would only be making do.

Because what he really wants is to go home full stop.

In the end he excuses himself before the stylist is even close to being finished, frightened of
doing something he regrets as the touches become more acute. Each one that ghosts past his
neck makes him tremble. Gentle pulls of dark strands with a brush make his toes curl. Ruffles
at his roots create both volume and an unsettling desire that swirls deep in his stomach.

It almost feels like cheating.

And he hates it, mainly because of how much he’s enjoying himself.

“But you’re not finished yet!” the stranger shouts from behind a mask when he flees without
warning. Plan mumbles rushed apologies, not even remembering to return the cloak as he
reaches a door. The first door. Any door. Whatever door.

Correction.

He doesn’t just want to go home.

He wants to go wherever the hands he truly desires patiently await him.

Alas, he has days before that’s possible, so for now he’s forced to make do with his own.

*

Sometimes, on days like day seven, Mean does things that make Plan want to end it on
impulse.

They are only little things, but the little things add up.



Today begins as Plan intends it to. They have rehearsal first thing in the morning before a
group performance and fan-meeting at midday. After hitting snooze on his alarm twice, he
wakes to find a text from his boyfriend waiting to be opened.

Good luck today, I know you’ll smash it. Thinking of you.

He’s a little put out not to find a love you at the end, but it’s enough to get him out bed and to
rehearsal with a full heart. All goes well at practice. Even better for the show. The crowd
screams, the warmth radiates and the day passes in a blur until mid-afternoon.

The first thing they do when they are released at three o’clock is grab a late lunch, and it is
there that Perth taps him on the shoulder two seats down. Plan swings back on his chair to see
past the heads of Gun and Mark, Perth holding up his phone for him to see what’s on the
screen. Tapping replay, he’s presented with a new video posted to Mean’s Instagram and the
four second clip feels like a knife in the back.

He recognises the girl he’s with.

She appears frequently in his stories these days thanks to a new series Mean is working on.
Michael Jordan he is not but somehow, god knows how, he’s landed the role of a basketball
player and the woman in the video is playing his love interest. Smiling, she rests her head
sweetly against his boyfriend’s shoulder. Mean’s smiling too, much to Plan’s dismay, before
they both, in sync, hold up a peace sign. He plays it cool in front of Perth in the same way he
has with Mean in recent weeks, shrugging it off and handing back the phone. Except Perth
sees what he sees judging by the quizzical look on his face, and that’s enough to set off alarm
bells inside his head. As is the tagline:

Filming done for the day. Off to dinner!

Forty-five minutes is how long he holds out before he sends Mean a text and he’s pretty
proud of himself, his overactive imagination spending every single one thinking the worst.
He finishes half of his plate first and uses the time to choose his words carefully. Three drafts
of the message are written, rewritten and then deleted before he settles on a final version.

Have fun at dinner, hope the food is good! Catch up later when you’re free?

Desserts come and go, and they have time to get all the way back to their hotel before Plan
gets a reply. When his phone does finally buzz, he whips it quickly from his pocket, returning
it there just as quickly as soon as he’s read the message.

Don’t be jealous, she’s got a boyfriend. Talk soon!

Plan, sprawled out on his twin bed beside Perth who’s snoozing through a YouTube video
he’s been using to practice English verbs, fights the urge to scream out loud.

SO HAVE YOU.

He settles for muttering fucking prick under his breath instead.

“Huh? Say what?” Perth jolts awake, rubbing at tired eyes.



“Nothing, sorry, go back to sleep.”

Perth stretches out lazily on the mattress before languishing back against memory foam.
“Shouldn’t really, I won’t sleep tonight and we’ve got another early one tomorrow.”

“When do we not?” Plan says, tone miserable.

“What kind of attitude is that?” Perth chuckles. “We’re living the dream here, do you know
how many people would kill to be us right now?”

Plan sighs, burying his head in a pillow. “I know.”

“Something you need to talk about?”

“Nah, I’m fine.”

“Tell that to your face. Is this about that girl on Mean’s insta?”

“Ugh, spare me,” Plan shoots him a look capable of killing, “she’s no one.”

“Dinner with no one must be a bit boring…”

“Are you trying to wind me up or what?”

“Course not, I’m saying if it’s a dinner date she’s after tell Mean to send her my way.”

“It’s not a date!” Plan huffs, throwing his pillow at Perth and bopping him straight on the
head. “Besides, she’s out of your league.”

“And out for dinner with your boyfriend!” Perth grins, smoothing his ruffled hair.

“Right, okay, that’s it. I’m done.”

“Oh come on, I’m only kidding!” Perth tries, surprised when he actually gets up and heads
straight for the door but Plan’s had enough, and no amount of coaxing could have convinced
him to stay.

*

Strike two comes three hours later as the sun begins to set.

The time difference between them has shrunk to only one hour, the Tempt tour having led the
gang to the Philippines, and Plan feels that he’s allowed Mean long enough to enjoy dinner
uninterrupted.

He’s in a better mood now, having walked off some of his adrenaline and explored Manila on
a more personal level. Fans serve as a welcome distraction every time he bumps into another
lone, pair or gaggle of girls who recognise him. Signing items, taking selfies and offering out
hugs at every opportunity, each exchange reminds him that it is normal to be friendly with



members of the opposite sex. Respectful even. Not everyone has hidden motives and a little
innocent flirting is harmless.

You should know that better than anyone, he tells himself.

A hypocrite is what he is because he actually loves flirting, and Mean knows he loves it too.

Sometimes he even plays up to it in the knowledge that the younger will be possessive later
behind closed doors and Plan is one hundred percent cool with that. Pot. Kettle. Black.

His earlier response had been an overreaction. He can admit that now.

And so, upon arriving back to the hotel the first place he heads is his and Perth’s room to
apologise. The latter laughs it off and Plan loves him for that because with anyone else he
might have worried about it later, spent the evening wondering whether an invisible grudge
remained simmering beneath the surface. Luckily that’s not who Perth is, whatever they
might say behind each other’s backs is always what they will readily say to their faces.

After grabbing some snacks with Gun and Mark who they meet in the lobby, they all head
back to his and Perth’s room for an evening of gaming on the PS4 they’ve brought with them,
which is where he undertakes his second task. To reply to Mean’s text, fearing that if he
doesn’t, they may not talk anymore today and Plan wants to talk to him.

More than anything.

Not jealous, just wishing you a good time! Let me know when you’re home for a call.

It is the hours that pass following the moment he presses send that piss him off because Mean
doesn’t respond. Doesn’t even show him the courtesy of reading it. He checks his phone non-
stop, willing grey ticks to turn blue, so much so that even the others notice it.

“You’ve got it bad, huh?” Gun says, and Plan looks up to see three smirking faces staring at
him.

“Sorry, what?”

“I might have to call him in a minute just to get him to answer you,” Mark explains.

Plan feels his cheeks burn pink.

“I’m waiting for a call from my sister, actually.”

Gun looks at Mark knowingly before nodding. “Yeah, course you are.”

Plan thinks about retaliating before admitting defeat. What’s the point in fighting a losing
battle? He slumps back in his seat, sighing. Sometimes he misses his life before they became
official. Nowadays it often feels as though his friends have more insight into his relationship
than he does.

“Alright. Guilty as charged.”



“How long has it been?” Perth asks.

“He sent me a text this afternoon, haven’t heard from him since.”

“You mean since dinner?”

Plan gives a sharp nod, allowing Perth to explain the situation on his behalf when the others
enquire as to the context of what that means.

“I know I’m being stupid,” Plan tells them. “It’s just difficult you know, if he’s not away, I
am, and we just don’t get as much time together as I’d like. So when things like this happen
my mind gets carried away sometimes. I don’t want to be jealous.”

“To be fair to him, you have no reason to be insecure,” Gun reminds him.

“I know.”

“So then why are you?” Perth queries gently.

“No idea,” Plan lies, because he does know.

He just doesn’t want to tell his friends that he’s scared Mean will tire of him. They’ve known
each other almost five years. Mean’s had him in every which way he could imagine. They’ve
been acquaintances, colleagues, friends, best friends, brothers, lovers and now boyfriends,
and he fears that someday soon, Mean’s head will turn.

And the hardest part is that he’s not even sure if he’d blame him.

“Plan,” Mark says his name hesitantly, about to ask a question the former suspects he isn’t
going to like. “Is Mean allowed to tell other people that you’re together? I know not fans, but
like, new friends, co-workers and stuff?”

“Depends,” Plan answers honestly, “we’re supposed to run it past each other.”

“Has he asked to tell her?”

“No. Why?”

“Just wondering,” Mark says, frowning in a way that spikes concern amongst the group.
“I’ve just watched the insta story. I know this girl, follow her on Twitter. If he hasn’t told her
about you yet, it might be an idea to because he’s very much her type judging by the stuff she
shares. No point in giving her false hope.”

“Not much chance of that really, she already has a boyfriend.”

“No she doesn’t,” Mark says with such certainty that it makes Plan sit up straight in his seat.
“Who told you that?”

“Erm, no-one, thought I saw something online.”



“Fake news. She’s definitely single, there’s content all over her socials about it. Recent
content.”

Plan takes the phone that Mark offers him and sure enough, the hard evidence is there in
black and white. Tweets quoting sappy love songs about finding ‘the one’, a group shot of her
with her girlfriends on Valentine’s Day, and even a press interview in which, after watching
the whole four minute video, Plan sees her confirm that she isn’t dating anyone at the
moment to focus on work, which Plan immediately infers to mean focusing on his
motherfucking boyfriend.

Sombre expressions fill the room to which Plan forces his most genuine fake smile.

“Oh, must have got my wires crossed. Irrelevant anyway, Mean would never.”

“No, no. Of course not,” the others quickly agree, a pack of nodding dogs.

Plan then insists they continue their game to which no one protests, except as they play, he
continues to stew in his seat as the realisation that Mean has lied to him sinks in. The rage
bubbles hotter and hotter at his core until it covers every inch of him from top to toe. And by
then he’s burning.

Strike. Fucking. Three.

Whilst Mean might never he almost hopes he does because he isn’t going to get another
chance once he’s finished with him.

Not in this lifetime.

*

“You wanna tell me why you lied to me?” Plan cuts the bullshit. It’s hours later and two in
the morning on day eight when Mean finally dares to call and niceties are the last thing on his
mind.

“I’m sorry?”

“Don’t play dumb. Why did you tell me she had a boyfriend?”

“Because she does.”

“Except that’s not what she seems to be saying and come to think of it, you’ve never
mentioned him before whenever we’ve spoken about her.”

“It’s very new.”

“How convenient.”

“Why would I lie to you, Plan?”



“So you can take her to dinner and play Mister Prince Charming, ignore my texts all night
and make the most of me being away I guess.”

“You better check yourself before you accuse me of what I think you’re accusing me of. She
is with someone and I am with you, unless you’ve forgotten.”

“Me forgotten? I’m not the one taking girls out on dates whilst you’re gone and making up
imaginary boyfriends.”

“Dates?! Jesus, your mind! Not that it’s any of your damn business but she has a thing going
with one of our castmates. It’s fresh, and we grabbed some food after work today because she
wanted some advice. I get on with him quite well, and she wanted to know how he feels
about her and how she should play the situation. They haven’t been together very long so
she’s keeping it private for now. You remember what that’s like, don’t you? I certainly do,
and having experienced falling for someone who values privacy I thought it was worth trying
to help her! Except of course you automatically assume I must be out screwing her instead.”

“You told her about us?”

“Of course I did. I sat there for hours talking about how much we’ve worked on our
relationship, how hard we’ve fought to get to where we are now, how much I fucking love
you, how all I want is for you to come home. More fool me.”

“I’m, I –”

“No don’t bother,” Mean interrupts, “I already know what happened. You saw the story on
Instagram and I didn’t reply for a few hours, so you put two and two together and came up
with sixty-fucking nine because obviously all I do is think with my dick, right?”

“You know I don’t think that… I’m sorry. It’s not that I thought you were cheating on me, I
mainly was worried that you might just be… I don’t know… pretending to be single.”

“Why would I do that when I’m with you?!”

“I… I don’t know. Because you can, I guess, you didn’t say you were going to tell her about
us.”

“Oh, so this is my fault now?”

“No, I’m not saying that! Just try and see it from my perspective. I find out you’re going to
dinner with a pretty girl from work through an Instagram video, then you tell me not be
jealous because she has a boyfriend. Then I find her socials where she quite clearly states in a
recent video she’s single, and to top it all off, I don’t hear from you all night! What am I
supposed to think?!”

“Why the fuck are you stalking her on socials Plan?!” Mean exclaims, and Plan folds into
himself at the way he raises his voice. “What you fucking think is I’m in a happy, loving,
faithful relationship and I’ve given you no reason, not one, to doubt me. All of your trust



issues begin and end with you so don’t project that shit on me when I’ve done nothing
wrong.”

“I’m sorry,” Plan says again, feeble this time, a broken record.

At the other end of the phone, Mean sighs, and they stay on the line saying nothing for a few
awful, tense seconds, neither knowing what left there is to say.

“Am I forgiven?” Plan asks tentatively.

“Just… enjoy the rest of your trip okay? It’s only a few more days, maybe we should just see
each other when you get back.”

“Wait, what? Are you saying you don’t want to talk to me until then?”

“I’m saying let me cool off and I’ll see you at home.”

“That’s not fair, I’ve said I’m sorry.”

“I know, I heard you, but it doesn’t change that you still thought me capable. Let’s just sort it
out in person, gives me a little bit of time to get over how fucking offended I am right now.”

“But we will sort it, yeah?”

“Yeah. Because I love you, but that doesn’t mean I don’t hate you sometimes.”

Plan bites his wobbling lower lip, feeling worthless like a child whose spent their life
disappointing their parents. He doesn’t tell Mean the truth as they mutter a frosty farewell,
knowing he faces a sleepless night ahead. There is no elongated wait this time as Mean cuts
the line dead almost instantly.

Throwing his phone against the bathroom door, Plan could cry with frustration.

Because the reality is even if Mean does hate him, he hates himself even more.



End Notes

Hi! Just a quick note to say thanks for reading, it's wonderful to have you here. Hit me up on
Twitter @raining_xoxo if you ever want to chat about this or any of my stories. If you can
spare the time, drop me a comment below with your thoughts, I love reading them almost as
much as Plan loves Mean. Stay safe out there and enjoy!

Love,
RainingCantaloupes.
xoxo

Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/28479588/comments/new
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